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BELAIR, on the Sanford Grant, is so identified with 
the development of South Florida—has done such 
good work for it, that some account of its growth 
and experimental gardens, it is thought, would be 
of interest, and also instructive at this time of reali-
zation of its purpose. 
Among the many descriptions of Belair that^have 
appeared in the public press, the following from a 
recent number of the "South ," from, it is under-
stood, the pen of its editor, and two other sketches of 
visits there, appear deserving of a more permanent 
place than the columns of a newspaper, and are 
given, together with a statement by the Superinten-
dent, Mr. Houston, of plants—especially of theCitrus 
family, imported and adopted for permanent propa-
gation after tests of acclimation and culture in Flor-
ida soil. 
A sketch of the origin and progress of the City of 
Sanford—also part of the Slime Grant, and some ac-
count of their founder--mostly from recent publica-
tions, would seem to be an appropriate completion 
of this paper, and are appended. 
Ol- ' l ' I IKIIN M N 
ORD t AR31 A 
<i \ K D I : N . 
( T o m 
Our excuse for .offering the reader an agricultural 
sketch of such unusual length as t h a t which ensues, 
is. that it contains much practical information thai 
may be of service to farmers and fruit-growers in 
general, while it can scarcely fail to be of deep in-
terest to the Northern prospective immigrant, who 
may chance to peruse il, and who will find that it 
throws much light upon the boundary lines of the 
tropica] production of vegetable life in South Florida. 
It teaches more t han one useful lesson, and affords 
a clear insight of what may be done in the way of 
introducing new plants and trees, which may, in 
time, become of great commercial value to the 
country. 
The "grea t freeze" of nth Janua ry , L886, caused 
a great set-back to many of 1 he more delicate imported 
plants, but as i t is the only one of such severity that 
lias visited Florida (the only previous one to be com 
pared with it was in is:;.')), it is to be presumed that 
this generation will not see another such, th is region 
of South Florida being proved in this respect, to be 
more favored than Southern Italy with its average 
"freeze"every twenty years. 
Three miles from Sanford, on the line of t h e S o u h 
Florida Railway, is " B e l a i r , " the celebrated grove 
and farm of General II. S. Sanford. whose name has 
become inseparably connected with the history of 
the State, and especially of South Florida. The lo-
cation of grove and residence is on high rolling pine 
land, with Crystal Lake on dne side and Belair Sta-
tion on the ot her. 
The ent i re grove contains l t;> acres, of which 95 
consists of orange growth, and 50 of lemon, while 
hi acres are devoted entirely to nursery stock, and 
includes probably 30,000 trees. Then, over and 
above all this is a large area of yet uncul t ivated 
land, mak ing -too acres in all. This orange grove 
embraces all the pr incipal varieties grown in Florida, 
and are general ly too well known to need special 
enumerat ion. Many of them, at first deemed very 
rare, were procured at much expense, not with any 
view of pecuniary advantage, but that the new va-
rieties might be in t roduced to*common use, for the 
benefit of the public at large. This (Mid has been 
achieved, to a remarkable extent , as almost every 
grove in Florida bears wi tness ; and it must be a 
source1 of prime satisfaction to General Sanford that 
his work has had such a sat isfactory result . 
The figures are not at command as to the product 
of this grove for a year or two past , but in t in 'second 
season, after it commenced to bear, 5,000 boxes were 
gathered. This year the yield is es t imated at 17,000 
boxes, or one-fifth, say, of its full bearing capac i ty .* 
As to the age of the grove, it m a y b e said tha t 
twenty acres were planted some seventeen years 
ago—or in L870—and matured as seedlings. Th i r ty 
acres are about eleven years old, and the remainder 
various ages. The fertilizing material used is mainly 
" C o m m e r c i a l , " of which 700 pounds are used annu-
ally pel1 acre. The total (tost of fertilizer per year 
approximates$5,000. Double the amount indicated 
is placed around the older trees dur ing the months 
of June , .Inly, August and September. Crab-gra 
except immediately around the trees, is permitted 
*NOTE.—The bloom now on the trees (24 February, 1880) irives 
promise of over 50,000 boxes of orangea and lemons, or aboul 10,000,-
•»oo in number, 
i grow, whereby the ground is prevented from 
••baking ," together with retention of moisture and 
fertilizing essence. The crab grass forms a thick 
sod, or mass of roots, which, being finally turned 
under, serves as a fertilizing element by supplying 
the humus so much needed in the orange. 
The pract ice is coming into frequent use, and is, 
as the superintendent insists, a t r iumph of common 
^ense over t he advocates of clean culture. The trees 
are planted in numbers varying from 75 to loo per 
acre. Tin1 cult ivation of this grove, extending over 
so long a period, lias developed the following philo-
sophical facts, tin1 most of which are well known, 
with due recognition of their truth ; forest thickets 
are much colder in winter than the open spaces some 
dist a nee aw ay from t hem: t his is because of the greater 
moisture there. The dew is at t racted by 1 he foliage, 
settles there, and is frozen, thus rendering orange 
trees immediately along such thickets more liable to 
injury from frost in cold weather. The same result 
is found either in high or low hammocks, though 
the latter is more apt to contain the most moisture. 
Forest trees, however, at intervals, in very young 
orange groves, are a protection to it. if they afford 
a free circulation of air. 
It is the sudden thawing out a l t e r a freeze, more 
than the freeze itself, that injures the orange tree 
when the sun s t r ikes it. If protection could then 
be afforded by shade for awhile, but little or no harm 
would result. There is no white frost on windy 
nights. When the thermometer , therefore, indicates 
on a still night a certain degree of cold, the l ighting 
of smudge tires is a valuable and efficient means of 
saving a grove from injury. This is extensively 
practiced at and around Citra in the groves of .1. 
A. Harris, Bishop, Iloyi & Co., and others. 
Wate r protection is an important means of pre-
venting harm to the orange from frost The warmer 
temperature of the water, where it is in sufficient 
quan t i t y to be of material effect, modifies or repels 
the cold for a considerable distance from it, while 
MoiidoU, 
at ion, but as windbreaks are very serviceable, es-
pecially along lake and river shores and near the 
ocean, as they keep off the cold strong winds, that 
do so much injury to fruit. 
AMONG THE LEMONS. • 
These trees, though severely injured by the "great 
freeze" of 1885 86, exhibit no traces of the ordeal 
through which they passed, and are blooming and 
fruiting as if nothing serious had ever happened, as 
to variation of temperature. Though less hardy 
than the orange, their recuperative power is indeed 
wonderful. Confidence has been renewed in the 
lemon, and it is once more a standard crop. 
As to the lemon, it was as true as it was in regard 
to the orange, that the summer of 1887 saw but a 
medium crop; or even less but half a crop. This 
is accounted for on the supposition that the sap went 
to support an extraordinary growth and a large de-
velopment of foliage, instead of producing fruit. 
which was a. resultof the excessive cold. The rather 
heavy crop of oranges that followed the freeze on tin1 
succeeding summer is believed to have been due to 
the fact that the sap having already directed its 
energies to producing fruit when the freeze came, 
could not recede from the duty upon which it had 
entered. 
PINEAPPLES. 
Three-fourths of an acre is devoted to the culture 
of pineapples. They are sheltered in winter by a 
framework thatched closely on top, as also at the 
sides, with saw palmetto leaves; yet the cold of the 
great freeze penetrated this shield, and inflicted in-
juries from which they had sufficiently recovered the 
past season to bear a. medium crop. 
The ensuing varieties are cultivated : Abaknchi. 
Ennville Lisse, Princess Royal, Cayenne. Charlotte 
Rothschild, Egyptian Queen, Ripley Queen, Mont-
serat, Sanford, Whi te Poie, a m 
chiefly from the East Indies and South America. 
Some sixty varieties in all have been imported, some 
of the new specimens at very heavy cost ($25 per 
sprout); but the number has been, like the citrus 
family, reduced on testing, while some entirely new 
varieties had been produced from seed, but destroyed 
by the "great freeze." 
Previous to the freeze, they had borne a large num-
ber of apples—some of them from ten to fourteen 
pounds in weight—and the experiment of raising 
pineapples, under favorable circumstances, in this 
section of the State, was regarded as a decided suc-
cess, which has again become the case the past sea-
son, but not on the Sanford farm, where they are 
now cultivated only for home consumption—that is, 
for the use of the family. In this latitude, pineap-
ples are an uncertain crop on account of their ex-
treme susceptibility to injury from frost. Still, for 
three or four successive seasons, sometimes, they 
may be grown on a profitable scale, before a severe 
frost will cut them down. It takes them along time 
after a hard check to regain their wonted vitality. 
Those on the Sanford place are planted 36 inches 
apart, and a few- of them are five years old. 
^ AN OLIVE OKOVK. 
On this great plantation is one acre of olive trees— 
the olive of commerce—which is also the olive of 
Judea. These trees, which were imported and 
planted out twelve years ago, are very thrifty and 
present a magnificent appearance. The trunks of 
t hem are now much over a foot in thickness, and from 
40 to 50 feet in length. In Italy they would be at 
least sixty years in attaining the same size, which 
indicates a growth in Florida about five times as 
rapid. 
These trees bore fruit for the first time, over two 
years ago—almost three, in fact. The use of the 
olive is for pickling, and for extraction of olive oil. 
>eing well fertilized and carefully cultivated. El-
rood Cooper, at Santa Barbara in Southern Califor-
nia, has many acres covered with those trees, which 
have been in bearing condition a dozen years or more, 
.and have been found to be a very profitable invest-
ment. I t is their slow growth, however, and the long 
period required for the maturing of their fruit, which 
will probably deter all but a very few of our farmers 
from venturing upon olive culture—they are unable 
or unwilling to wait the required time. This is also 
t rue of the pecan and other slow-maturing trees. 
FIG CULTURE. 
Here may be found the White Adriatic Fig—which 
is, par excellence, the fig of commerce, and is the 
only variety remaining of several imported. Three 
only were planted, by way of experiment, and are 
in the fifth year of their growth. They bore a 
few the second year, and are now affording an abun-
d a n t yield, apparently not at all affected by the l ight 
frosts of our winters in this lat i tude. Their hardi-
ness and staying qualities are attested by the fact 
t ha t they were but temporarily checked, and that , 
for one season alone, by the great freeze. They need 
-clean culture, though but little fertilizer, and a high, 
d r y soil. These requisites must be afforded if they 
are to be expected to produce well. When the fruit-
growers of Florida, learn to cure the fig for market 
as it is done in Eastern lands, this might be made a 
very remunerative crop. As it is now, the fig is 
raised more as a curiosity and an ornament to one's 
place, than anything else. W e have yet much to 
learn. 
GRAPE VINES. 
Some 200 varieties were imported and tested, but 
•he culture has been abandoned. The one best suited 
to this climate, for profit, a t least, appeared to 
early June-—but its destruction by birds, the mock-
ing bird especially, caused it to be abandoned. 
THE MANAGEMENT. 
Before referring to the main feature of the place—~ 
its Botanical Garden—a few words may not be amiss 
in reference to the superintendent of the Belair plan-
tation—Mr. Donald Houston. He has been acting 
in that capacity for General Sanford for the past 
seven or eight years, and in one capacity or another 
for nearly twTelve. Not only is his work thorough, 
but his judgment and experience, in agricultural 
matters, is up to the highest standard. Mr, T. F . 
Huggins of Sanford is the agent, and appeai'B to be 
well qualified for such a position. 
THE TROPICAL GAEDEN, 
or, "Experimental Tract," is but a short distance from 
the present residence. Long before " Experimental 
Stations" were thought of, General Sanford institu-
ted the extensive and carefully conducted experi-
ments which, up to the time of the great freeze, 
promised such important results for other economic 
plants and trees. These experiments, while largely 
for his own satisfaction, were designed, more than 
all, for the benefit of the agricultural interests of the 
State. 
In January, 1884, he went before the Committee 
of Agriculture of the House of Representatives at 
Washington to urge the establishment of an Acclima-
tation or Experimental Station in Florida, stating that 
half of the large and unique collection of economic 
plants in the conservatories of the Agricultural De-
partment could be grown in the open air in Florida, 
and most valuable results secured to agricultural in-
terests in establishing the practicability of new and 
amplified culture. Sectional or State jealousies had 
a good deal to do with his unsuccess at that time— 
though he offered 100 acres of land as a gift for it, 
either in South or in Middle Florida—but the seed 
sown is producing, finally, good results in Experi-
mental Stations, of which Florida's will be, natural ly, 
the most important and valuable in the country. 
The results of the great freeze, threw a damper 
upon these experiments at Belair, and General San-
ford measurably lost his interest in them, while his 
long absence, caused by his business north and in 
Belgium, (where he has devoted much time to the 
great philanthropic work of opening up Central Af-
rica to civilizing influences, to free trade, and to the 
extinguishment of slave-traffic,) has conduced, still 
more, to a diminution of effort in this direction. Still, 
the project, has not, by any means, been abandoned 
and in some respects, many in fact, the work, as 
carried on by his direction in the experimental gar-
den by Mr. Houston, has yielded splendid resul ts ; 
in other directions, the success was but moderately 
satisfactory, and in a very few cases there was entire 
failure. This refers to the vegetation which survived 
the great freeze, since which time, there has been no 
cold in the winter seasons tha t did any material in-
jury. On the whole, a vast amount of good has been 
accomplished, which would have been greatly aug-
mented if General Sanford could have given the mat-
ter his more close personal attention. 
The space allotted to these experiments covers an 
area of live acres, and has a southern exposure, slo-
ping from high dry pine land, into the damp, alluvial 
soil along the borders of Crystal Lake. Here were 
to be found, before the freeze, fully one hundred 
varieties of the Citrus family imported from all parts 
of the world—some of them very rare and costly. 
An approximately complete list of these is to be 
found below, along with their botanical names. I t 
may be appropriate to explain, at this point, that in 
making the statement above—that the orange and 
lemon growth on the place, included all the "choice 
varieties"—it was meant tha t in such classification 
the bitter-sweet orange, the rare freak known as the 
marmalade orange and the sweet and variegates 
lemon, are excluded. The list of 
RARE EXOTICS, 
to which references has been made, is as follows. 
Those marked with a dash were killed by the freeze; 
the others survived : 
-Alligator Pear, 
Arabian Coffee, 
Austral ian Banyan, 
-Black Pepper, 
Camphor Tree, 
Carauba Palm, 
Cinnamon Tree, * 
Coco, 
-Coffee, 
-Cuba Bast, 
-Custard Apple, 
Date, 
Edible-Fruited Passion 
Flower, 
-Kola Nut, 
Latanier Palm, 
Mahogany Tree, 
-Mammee Apple, 
Mango, 
-Netted Custard Apple, 
-Para Rubber, 
-Queensland Nut, 
-Satin Wood, 
-Sour Sop. 
-Star Apple, 
-Sweet Soj), 
-Turpentine Ti 
-Vanilla, 
Wes t Indies. 
Yemen. 
Australia. 
East Indies. 
Japan . 
Brazil. * 
Ceylon. 
Peru . 
Yemen. 
West Indies. 
Guinea. 
Levant. 
Venezuela. 
Niger River. 
Bourbon Islands, 
West Indies. 
West Indies. 
East Indies 
South America. 
Brazil. 
Queensland. 
Mast Indies. 
West Indies. 
West Indies. 
Centra] America. 
Soul hern Europe. 
South America. 
The ensuing miscellaneous list plant, flower and 
tree-—all survived the freeze and are doing well: 
Royal Palm—Oredoxia Regina—is a splendid spe-
cimen, supplemented by several smaller ones—the 
main stem is over 30 feet in height. 
Osmanthus Fragrans, a native of Queensland, is 
a very ornamental ilower, but resembles in foliage 
the common holly.. 
lllicium Anisatun—two varieties, one from Ceylon 
and the other Florida, has a very fragrant leaf and 
is noted for its medicinal qualities. 
Greirillea Banfcsii, is a very ornamental flower, 
blooms all the year and has a pine odor. 
The Annato Dye Plant—Bixa Orellana, a native 
of Tropical America, is an article much used in col-
oring butter, cheesef oleomargarine^ etc. This plant 
recovered from the great freeze, and is doing well. 
Sapadillo.—A few plants that were well protected 
survived and have stood the frostg of subsequent 
winters. 
The sugar apple, papaw, rubber tree and Cordy-
tino Australis, all succumbed to the cold. 
Cattley guavas—Psidium Cattlayanum—froze to 
the ground, but revived, as elsewhere, and are in lull 
hearing. 
Olive Wood—a native of New South Wales—dis-
plays a handsome foliage. 
Tin1 Abysinian banana—Musa En site—as to its 
fruit is more of an ornamental than of an edible 
character. 
The Elaeodendron—several varieties of beautiful 
flowering plants—are from Australia. 
Tlni Prichardii Filamentoso palm is a Chinese 
variety, and is a very graceful specimen. The varie-
gated sweet orange claims the same origin. 
The Chinese palm fan—Laiania Borbonica—is 
very curious in the formation of its leaves. 
The Forcrceya fibre plant from the East Indies, 
suggests, from the rapidity with which this speci-
men grows, that it might be readily and profitably 
utilized in t his State. 
The Banyan t reeo i Aus t ra l i a—p icus macropnyua 
—is an extremely delicate tree, but still a rapid 
grower. 
The Cardamon of Commerce, is also to be seen in 
this collection, as well as cocoas in full bloom and 
fruit. 
The Mexican Agave, otherwise known as the 
" P o k e r P l a n t , " which is believed to be a corruption 
of the word kk Pu lque , " was not at all affected by the 
freeze. It is four years old, 35 or 40 leaves, live feet 
long, and some seven inches wide. 
The da te tree, J apan persimmon and century p lan t s 
all stood the freeze remarkably well ; the camphor 
tree, now twelve feet high, never even dropping its 
leaves. Mangoes and avocado pears have since been 
planted anew. 
The Tacaranda , Mimoso folio, from the South of 
Europe, is a tree of rapid growth with handsome 
foliage and qui te hardy. 
The Eucalyptus Robusta, or fever tree, with Poly-
antheafolio, another species, as well as the Eucalyp-
tus Stewardii have shown a growth in one year of 
fifteen feet. They escaped the freeze, but others in 
Orange County were killed to the ground, growing 
again from the roots—these three are the only varie 
ties of the Euca lyp tus among many imported tha t 
remains, and were first introduced in Florida from 
Aust ra l ia by General Sanford. 
The Casuarina is much like a pine, bu t of a much 
finer species and very ornamental as a shade tree. 
The Rose Apple (a species of) from New Caledonia, 
is notable for i ts flower and fruit, and will grow as 
large as an orange tree. I t was affected by the cold 
somewhat in the great freeze, but not since tha t t ime. 
The Turpentine Tree^ noted above, is a nat ive of 
Southern Europe. I t is a rapid grower, makes a 
large tree, and furnishes, better than the pine, the 
turpent ine of commerce. Its growth was not severely 
retarded by the great freeze. 
The Cinnamon Tr<<\ also noted above, is five years 
)ld and stood all the freezes. The cinnamon of com-
merce comes from its ba rk . 
The Date Palms t h a t stood the freeze, were the 
Medina fa, Lyonesis, and the Phoenix Dactylifera^ or 
date of commerce. 
The Bamboo, three varieties, were not at all injured 
by the freeze. This is used for fishing poles, furni-
ture, for bui lding summer houses, and mak ing pipes 
for i r r igat ion, besides hundreds of other uses. I t 
has grown eight feet in five weeks. 
The Cocoanal Trees are doing well, bu t have been 
planted since the freeze. They have developed a won-
derful growth. On the contrary , the h ighly orna-
mental Cordyline A astral is is dead. 
The Cook ii Want pee, or tree of China fruit , dis-
covered by Captain Cook, shared the same fate. 
Acacias and Begonias are in great varieties. Of 
75 var iet ies of flowers in the p ropaga t ing bouse, the 
" f reeze" killed fully one-third. There is also a 
pecan nursery here, containing a large number of 
young trees. Among other varieties of p lan ts and 
trees not named above are t he J umbos apple (Eugenia 
Jambosa); the Mexican pepper plant < Schinus Mblle); 
the New Zealand flax (phormium fe7ia#)papayrusfroni 
the banks of the Nile and the paper mater ial of the 
ancient Egyp t i ans ; the Tamarind of Scripture, Tam-
arind as Tndica, and about eight species of pa lms not 
indicated above, to say noth ing of the hosts of came-
lias, azaleas, oleanders, acacias, etc. These were all 
b rought here, regardless of expense, from all par ts 
of the world—all, in fact, t ha t presented the slightest 
hope of successful cul ture—while both success and 
failure have been ample by the way of demonstra t ion 
as to what will and what will not succeed in Florida. 
Final ly , we will give a description of the 
CAENUBA PALM 
of Brazil, which is developing a vigorous growth, 
unscathed by frost or sun. Its botanical name is 
Copernicia (coryphe) cerifera. This is one of th 
most useful , a n d hence v a l u a b l e p a l m s k n o w n . T h e 
top , when y o u n g , is an a p p r e c i a b l e , and n u t r i t i o u s 
a r t i c l e of food, in i ts na t ive h a b i t a t , and from it a lso 
wine, v inega r a n d a s a c c h a r i n e m a t t e r a r e ex-
t r a c t e d , as well as a k i n d of g u m , s i m i l a r in i ts 
t a s t e and p r o p e r t i e s to sago . From t h e wood 
musical i n s t r u m e n t s a re m a d e , as l ikewise , t u b s and 
p ipes for wa te r . T h e d e l i c a t e fibrous s u b s t a n c e of 
the p i t h of t h e s t a lk a n d i ts leaves m a k e a good 
s u b s t i t u t e for co rk . T h e roo t s have t h e s ame v i r t u e 
as s a r s a p a r i l l a . T h e p u l p of t h e fruit is of an agree-
able t a s t e , and the nu t . oi ly and emuls ive , is roas ted 
and then used as coffee by m a n y pe r sons . F r o m t h e 
t r u n k is o b t a i n e d s t r o n g fibres, and a lso a. species of 
flour, s i m i l a r to Maizene, and a l iqu id r e s e m b l i n g 
t h a t of the B a h i a c o c o a n u t . F rom the d r i e d s t r aw 
are m a d e ma t s , h a t s , b a s k e t s and b r o o m s ; and a 
l a rge q u a n t i t y of it is e x p o r t e d to E u r o p e for t h e 
m a n u f a c t u r e of line ha t s . F i n a l l y , from the leaves 
is p r o d u c e d t h e wax used in t h e m a n u f a c t u r e of can-
d l e s ; and the expor t of t h i s wax reaches , in va lue , 
near ly a mil l ion d o l l a r s per yea r . 
W e have devo ted all t he space tha t can be spa red 
to a de sc r ip t i on of t h i s g r e a t e x p e r i m e n t a l farm, con-
duc ted as a. p r i v a t e e n t e r p r i s e , and shal l close by 
m a k i n g brief reference to t he 
A K i i ; s i AN 
which Genera l Sanford h a d bored in t h e midst of 
his grove. It is a six inch p ipe well , 420 feet deep , 
but water is not yet r e a c h e d ; t he whole place will 
be i r r iga ted by t h i s means . W e are not fully ac-
q u a i n t e d wi th t h e r e su l t s of t h i s e x p e r i m e n t , b u t 
believe it is l ikely to Work success fu l ly . 
The r e s u l t s of t h e e x p e r i m e n t m a d e on t h i s farm 
should be e n c o u r a g i n g to those who bel ieve tha t 
South F lo r ida has before it a grea t fu tu re , in t he 
way of fruit and vege tab le p r o d u c t s as yet u n k n o w n , 
or only heard of. T h e r e a re h u n d r e d s of the cho ice 
productions of other climes that would thrive in 
Florida if we only knew of them—how to get and 
propagate them. This knowledge may come to us 
<ome day, but we would much prefer that it should 
be in the present generat ion, and it is by just such ef-
forts in which General Sanford is the pioneer, and 
which it is to be hoped our Agricul tural Department 
will follow up thoroughly with the resources and 
power of the Government to back it, t ha t we may 
hope to secure such needed results. 
The following is a list of some of the introductions 
at Belair, and includes the few definitive selections 
from among over 140 varieties of the Citrus family, 
imported by General Sanford, and tested for perma-
nent propagation and adoption in South Florida.. 
Citrus Aurantium Dulcio.— The Sweet Orange. 
Jaffa. 
Thornless and a very early bearer and strong grower, good 
shipper; one of the best flavored oranges in the State. 
M a j o r c a . 
This is one of the best kinds grown. The tree is a strong 
grower, of beautiful form, dense foliage, and thornless, an 
early and prolific bearer, and the fruit is of good size and ex-
cellent quality. 
Maltese Blood. 
Medium round, pulp of a blood-red color; this appears in 
the form of rVakes when the fruit begins to ripen, which gradu-
ally increases urffil the entire pulp is colored. Prolific, thorn-
peculiar. The above description does not always 
hold good in Florida, as some specimens show no color at all, 
and others only flakes of it. 
Maltese Oval. 
Thornless, resembling the Maltese Blood in habit of growth; 
fruit oval or elleptic. 
Mediterranean Sweet. 
Medium size, skin smooth, pulp melting, quality j 
thornless, and bears young; foliage peculiar; one of the stand-
ard sorts; habit of growth rec/inate. 
Melitensis. 
Another Maltese orange, as the name implies; a very early 
bearer, and a strong grower. 
Sanguinese . 
One of the most highly recommended of the Blood Oranges, 
St. Michael. 
Large oval, juicy, but not rich; quality, fair; tree, prolific; 
few thorns. 
S w e e t Seville. 
Thin-skinned, tender, juicy, very sweet and delicious early 
in the season, worthless later; tree prolific, vigorous, and thorn-
less. 
St. Michael E g g . 
Medium sized, thin-skinned, nearly seedless, juicy; quality,, 
good; tree bears young, and is prolific, with few thorns. 
Exquisite. 
One of the best of all; thin rinded, rich, and very juicy 
fruit. 
Tardif.—Brown's Late. 
Medium sized, round; skin, smooth and thin; grain, fine, 
with a brisk and racy flavor; in quality, above the average; re-
tains its juices until the middle of July, or even later, and is 
especially valuable on this account; tree, prolific, a strong 
grower; branches thornless, or nearly so; foliage somewhat 
distinct; imported from Thomas Rivers, of England, in 1871. 
Mandarine.—Citrus Nobilis. 
Small flattened; deep yellow color; thi and segments 
loosely adehrent; flesh, dark orange color, spicy and aromatic; 
tree, dwarf; bears young; prolific, vigorous, willow-like foliage, 
having few thorns. 
i i t r u s M e d i c a L e m o n i u m . — The Lemon Varieties. 
\w spite of the more tender nature of the lemon and lime, 
and which stands <S degrees le ! than the orange, wc think 
their culture will prove a more profitable industry for South 
Florida than that of the orange, for the main reason that their 
production is confined to a more limited territory, while the 
fruit is both a necessity and a luxury thoughout the United 
States. As for the choice varieties of budded lemons, wc are 
much in favor of the Belair, Premium, Villa Franca, Sicily, 
Kver-bearing, Genoa, Communis, Messina, Neapolitan, all early 
bearers, ever-bearing, and fruit of best quality as a market 
lemon. Kind sweet—standing the test of both hot and cold 
water for twenty-four hours without developing bitterness. 
These are the choicest for Florida among thirty varieties im-
ported and tested since 1874 by General Sanford. 
Citrus M e d i c a L i m e t t a . — The Lime. 
The lime succeeds well on soil where an orange would starve.; 
Is perfectly at home with judicious cultivation in South Florida. 
The Tahite is the finest in cultivation. A strong grower, and 
a very early, and heavy bearer. Fruit large, and has a strong, 
rich acid ; nearly thornless, or becomes so with age. 
Citrus Aurant ium.—Bero-amium. The Bergamot Lemon. 
Fruit peat-shaped, pale yellow, with green marks ; sub-acid, 
firm, fragrant, pulpy; fruit and foliage dist inct; grown in 
Southern Italy, (Reggio) where the fragrant oil of bergamot 
for F^au dc cologne is obtained from the rind. 
Citrus M e d i c a C e d r a . — The Citron of Commerce. 
This fruit produces the prepared citron of commerce ; fruit 
very large, often weighing five pounds ; inner skin 1 to 1 ^ 
inches thick ; a low growing shrub, rather more tender than the 
>ranere. 
Tangerine. 
The tree, unlike the other varieties, resembles the sweet 
orange in size and foliage, though it retains the aroma peculiar 
to the species, and is of deeper color. 
The Kumquat. 
A small species much cultivated in China and J a p a n ; the 
plant is a shrub, the fruit is about the size of a large goose-
ry; the rind is sweet and the juice acid; it is delicious and 
refreshing, the Chinese make an excellent sweet-meat by pre-
ing it in sugar. 
Embiguo, or Navel Orange. 
Fruit of large size; dark orange color, with blossom i 
.showing a protuberance presenting an umbilical appearat 
usually seedless: ripens in January, and is one of the best when 
fully ripe; a vigorous grower and early bearer, with peculiar 
foliage, and nearly thornless; is a shy bearer, but not to the 
extent commonly supposed ; its large size is against it in the 
markets at the present 
Eriobotrya Japonica.— The Loquat.—Japan Medlar. 
One of our most valuable fruits, blossoming in winter; the 
fruit ripens in early spring, and brings fancy prices in any 
large city ; has been long cultivated in the South, where it 
seldom attains a height of more than fifteen feet, though in 
its wild state it forms a lofty tree ; was introduced into Kew 
Gardens in 17.S7 ; the fruit is the size of a plum, yellow and 
of delicious taste ; one of our most beautiful, broad leaved, 
evergreens. 
Olea Europae.— The Olive Tree, 
The olive tree and its uses are too well known to need 1 
scription; the tree will stand 10 de than 
the orange ; it succeeds well at belair, where there are large 
bearing trees, and several varietii 
D i o s p y r o s Kaki .—The Kaki, Japan Persimmon 
J'turn. 
Date 
This tree has been fruited at belair long enough to deter-
mine its value ; the fruit is delicious, the tree grows and b< 
well, almost irrespective of quality of land ; ripens from August 
to November ; the surplus fruit can be dried, in which state it 
is considered superior to figs. 
M o r u s A l b a Mul t i cau l i s .— V/ie White Af^/berry. 
The Mulberries arc- well known and valuable trees for shai 
timber and fruit, besides furnishing the food of t.he silk worm; 
this variety is the best for silk worms, and was introduced from 
Lombardy. 
Chrysophy l lum Caini tum.—Star Apple. West Indies. 
The Star—Spanish, Cainits—and what is next like an ever-
^ t n peach, shedding from the under side of every leaf a 
golden light—call it. not shade; this tree finally attains a height 
' quantit ies or round, purple., some-
greenish, fruits the size of a small apple, ripening in 
April and May; the f ru i t cu t into halves transversely, disclos 
i purple pulp, with whiteish star shaped core, and from four 
seeds; a first class fruit. 
P o m e g r a n a t e — P a u n i c a Nana. 
A dwarf variety of Pomegranate ; well grown specimens 
attain 10 feet in height, by ^wo. in diameter; plants of this size 
in bloom are truly magnificent, the color of the flowers is a 
uliar shade of orange scarlet, a very rare color, brilliant in 
the extreme; the plant blooms from October to December, as 
deciduous after blooming; perfectly at home in Florida. 
T a m a r i n d u s Indica .—Spanish , Tamarindo. 
A beautiful tree with delicate acacia-like foliage, and small, 
pinkish white blossoms, followed by pods enclosing a pleas-
ant aeid pulp ; much used preserved in syrup or sugar, as the 
basis of a cooling drink, being rich in fornic and butyric acids'; 
one of the most magnificent trees known when full grown. 
Ceratonia S i l i q u a . — The Carob Tree, or St. John's Bread. 
Spanish, Algaroba, this beautiful tree has proved hardy in 
South Florida. It is extensively cultivated in countr ies 
bordering on the Mediterranean, and especially in such as 
sutfer from periodical drouth, its long roots penetrat ing to a 
at depth in search of water; it is called " A lga roba" by the 
Spaniards, and " K a r o u b " by the Arabs. T h e pods contain 
... quantity of agreeably flavored mucilage and saccharine 
matter, and are commonly employed in the South of Europe 
for feeding horses, mules, pigs, etc., and occasionally, in times 
of scarcity, for human food. 
Erythroxylon Coca.—Peru* 
This extremely interesting plant is of great officinal import-
in South America, where its leaves are largely employed 
as a masticatory under the name of ('oca. 
When taken internally, it acts as a powerful stimulant of the 
nervous system, and when under its influence, persons arc able 
to perform long and rapid journeys without exhaustion ; what-
: the nature of his occupation, whether employed in the 
mines, the fields, as a muleteer, or domestic servant, the In 
dian gives himself four times a day, the pleasure of Coca 
hewing. 
i ne true Cardamon plant, producing the Cardamon see-' 
amerce, native in Cevlon where it is extensively cultivated. 
A g a v e Rigida.—Sisalana. 
The Sisal hemp, cabullag or sasquit jene quin of Central 
\merica and Yucatan, producing one of the most valuable 
known fibres for rope, cordage, etc. 
When capital and manufacturing enterprise shall have been 
more directed towards the fibre interests of Florida, and people 
have begun to consider other sources of wealth than the orange 
and lemon, thousands of acres of otherwise worthless land will 
be planted out in Sisal hemp in South Florida. 
Acacia Arabica.—The Gum Arabic. 
The Kikar or Babur, North and Central Africa, also in South-
west Asia, growing in dry, calcarious soil ; this small tree can 
be utilized for thorny hedges ; it furnishes the best gum 
arabic for medicinal and technical purposes. The lac insect 
lives also on the foliage, and in the Scinde the lac is mainly 
yielded by this tree. 
Hibiscus R o s a S inens is . — Shoe-Black Plant. Chinese 
ffibuscus. 
These showy and well-known plants are among the most 
valuable lawn or garden plants for Florida. They stand but 
little frost, but are of such quick growth from a well established 
root, that even the occasional loss of the. tops is not a serious 
matter. 
Sterculia. 
Several of the Sterculias furnish a V finable fibre, and ot 
some the seeds are edible, as many as eleven of the brilliant, 
scarlet fruits may occur in a cluster, and each of them ma\ 
mtain as many .is ten or eleven seeds. 
Vanilla Aromatica. 
And what is tins delicious scent about the air? Vanilla, of 
course it is ; and up that stem zigzags the fleshy chain of the 
Vanilla orchis. The scented pod is far above, out of \ 
ach, but not out of the reach of the parrot or monke) 
negro hunter who finds the treasure KIN< 
Eugenia Ja.mbos.—Jaf?it>osa Vulgaris. The Rose Apple 
or Jamrosade. 
This beautiful evergreen tree promises exceedingly well in 
South Florida. The tree is a native of the East Indies, but 
has been long grown in the West India Islands. Is ordinarily 
very husky, never growing higher than twenty-five or thirty 
feet. The leaves are long and narrow, very thick and shining— 
in shape, much like those of an Oleander. The fruit resemble 
a very large Siberian crab-apple. Is white or yellowish, some-
times with delicate red blush on one side. Is rose-scented, very 
fragrant, and with the flavor of a ripe Apricot. 
Feronia Elephantum Yellanga, or Elephant Apple.— 
Mountains of Loromadel. 
Flowers white, with reddish anthers ; fruit large, about the 
size of an apple, with a greenish rind ; the pulp^ part is uni-
versally eaten on the coast of Coromadel. 
Achras Sapota.—Sapota Mammosa. 
Sapodilla plum of the West Indies, almost equal to the 
mango, can be compared to the russet apple, with the taste of a 
rich, sweet, juicy pear with a granulated pulp ; the taste does 
not have to be acquired, and it would be appreciated by any 
one. who likes fruit. The tree is perfectly at home in South 
Florida. 
Laurus Camphora.—The Camphor Tree, or Camphor 
Laurel of China and Japan. 
This tree, and the Dryobalanops Camphora of Sumatra fur-
nish the- camphor gum of commerce. It is hardy in Florida, 
and it is a handsome, broad leaved evergreen. ' To pre-
pare the camphor of commerce, the root, trunk and branches 
broken up, are treated with water in closed vessels ; the vola-
tilized camphor being sublimated upon rice straw. It is further 
refined on its arrival in this country. 
Illicium Religiosum, Illicium Anisatum, The Star 
Anise.—China and Japan. 
A handsome ornamental shrub, reaching a height 6 to S 
feet, and producing Anise seed,—a well known condiment. In 
Japan, bundles and garlands of this tree were used as offer-
ings to their idols, were placed on the tombs of their friends, 
and the bark burned as an incense. The plant is also said to be 
highly medicinal—one of the Royal palms. 
Oreodoxa Granatensis. 
A very ornamental pinnate-leaved plant, introduced from 
the Uni mbia ; m is smooth and 
pinnate ; with long, narrow leaflets, whi< h are mon 
drooping. It is a very elegant plant, and in the young state 
is admirably adapted for table decoration. 
Phoenix Dactyliferae. 
The common Date Palm of North Africa and Southern 
Asia. This species has produced fruit on Belair Grove, is 
well adapted to the soil of Florida, it ordinarily reaches an age 
of ten to twenty years before producing fruit. According to 
Von Mueller, trees from 100 to 2 's old continue to pro-
duce their annual crops of fruit. 
Phoenix Canadensis. 
One of the finest and most hardy; native of the Canary 
Islands. This palm is perfectly at home and matures fruit in 
Florida. Phoenix Leonenses and Phoenix Reclinata stood the 
freeze of '86 without so much as browning a leaf, though to-
tally unprotected. 
Phoenix Rupicola. 
This is one of the most exquisite and graceful amongst the 
smaller palms, and in elegance takes a similar place among 
Phoenixes to that of Cocos Weddelliana among Cocos. It is 
of acaulescent habit, with wide-spreading, arching pinnate 
leaves, broadly lance-shaped in outline, with long narrow pin-
na , the lower of which become gradually reduced to spines ; 
it comes from India, and is a most valuable acquisition for col-
lections of ornamental plants. 
Latania Borbonica. 
The Chinese fan-palm, South China, the most popular palm 
in cultivation for decorative work, and perhaps deservedly so, 
as it stands neglect well, a considerable amount of cold, and 
is one of the handsomest of the fan palms. The palm-leaf 
fans of commerce are made from the- leaves ot this species. 
Prichardae Falamentosa. 
The fan palm of Southern California, attains a height of fifty 
feet, is very hardy, and succeeds well in Florida. 
Raphis hlabelliformis.— China and Japan, 
which suckers from the roots like a bamboo, and forms a 
dense clump of canes; a delicate and graceful plant 10 to 15 
feet in height when full grown. 
Corypha Austral is—Slow Gro7eer. 
The best of foreign fan palms is Corypha Livingston Aus-
tralis, of Vustralia, which grows rapidly, attains a height of a 
hundred feet, and is nearly as hardy as our cabbage Palmetto, 
a fan-leaved of great beauty, being of robust constitution, 
withstands without injury a low temperature. 
Cycas Revoluta. 
Perfectly hardy in Florida, of slow growth and very beauti-
ful, sometimes called the Japanese Fan-Palm ; the trunks of 
is admit of transportation even it an advanced age, and 
like the stems of many kinds of tree fern, they can be shipped 
on very long voyages packed as dead goods in (dose wooden 
But it will be most highly prized in Florida for its peculiar 
property of making tough beef tender; this is uniformly prac-
ticable in the tropics; the slice of meat may be placed between 
bruised leaves of the Papaw for half an hour, or even less, or 
rubbed with the rind of the fruit ; it will be found to have a 
good effect in the ease of even the toughest Florida beef. 
Anona Cherimolia .— The Cherimoya or Jamiaca apple; 
Spanish Cherimoya. 
This delicious fruit varies from the size of an apple to six 
inches in diameter. In its native home, r em, it is said some-
times to attain a weight of from fourteen to sixteen pounds; it 
has proved hardy in the milder coast regions of Spain. A 
more upright grower than the sugar apple; fruit generally 
with a bright red cheek, though this is wanting in some speci-
mens; grown commonly in Key West, under the name of 
Jamaica Apple ; main crop of fruit ripens in April or May. 
Anona S q u a m o a . — The Sugar Apple or Sweet Sop, 
Spanish-.Inon. 
A delicious fruit, much grown in Key West, and to some ex-
tent, on Manatee River and in other parts ot South Florida, 
and has produced fruit as far north as Putnam County, Florida, 
fruit resembling an inverted cone, of a yellowish green color 
when ripe or a small pine apple minus the crown. As it grows 
in the form of a bush, it could be easily managed under shelters 
except in cases of such a blizzard as that ot January 9, 1886. 
It sprouts readily from the roots when killed-by frost. 
Carica P o p a y a . — The Papaic or Melon Papaw (Spanish— 
Papaya.) 
The name carica is from Caria where the tree was first cul-
tivated. A native of tropical America, Asia and Africa; the 
tree finally attains a height of twenty feet, the leaves are large, 
seren lobed and terminal after the manner of Palms Diaecious; 
the plant grows very fast and strikingly odd and ornamental , 
very tender, but ordinarily survives the South Florida winter; 
the green fruit is said to be sometimes used as we use the tur-
nip, the buds are used for sweet-meats and the fruit is sliced 
and eaten like the musk-mellon, which it resembles in size, 
color and taste. 
M u s a C a v e n d i s h i —The Chinese or Dwarf Banana. 
As for the plant on which they grow, no mere words can 
picture. The simple grandeur and grace of a form which 
startles me whenever I look steadily at it ; for however com-
mon here, it is so unlike aught else, so perfect in itself, that, 
like a palm it might well have become, in early ages, an object 
of worship. Ami who knows that it has not, who knows that 
there have not been races who looked on mondamin, the 
maize plant, as a gift of God—perhaps the incarnation of a 
Cod; who knows ? Most beautiful is i t ; the lush fa t ; green 
stem ; the crown of leaves, falling over in curves like those of 
human limbs ; and below, the whirls of green or golden fruit, 
with the purple heart of flowers dangling below them, and all 
so full of life, that this splendid object is the product of a few 
months.— K INGSL E v. 
M u s a E n s e t e . — The Abyssinian Banana. A native of the 
Mountains of Abyssinia. 
This magnificent plant attains a height of 30 feet. T h e 
leaves occasionally rea( hing the- length of twenty feet, with a 
width of three feet, being perhaps the largest in the whole < m-
pire 1 ' ' da and Ravenala, and 
surpassing even in quadrate measurement those of the grand 
water plant, Victoria Regia. While also excelling in compar-
ive circumference the largest compound frond of Angiopteris 
evecta or the divided leaf of Godwinia gigas, though the com-
pound leaves of some palms are still larger, the inner part of 
the stem, and the young spike of the Ensete can be boiled to 
serve as a table esculent, but the fruit is pulpless, the plant 
produces no suckers and requires several years to come into 
flower and seed when it dies. Like the Sago plant, the Caryota 
palm, and others which flowers but once without reproduction 
from root, Musa Ensete prefers a clay soil, and will luxuriate 
in all the manure one dares to give it ; it is the only known re-
sult of the Abyssinian Expedition under Lord Napier. 
Ananassa Satina.— The Pine Apple. 
This noble fruit has derived the name of Pine Apple from its 
striking resemblance in shape to the cones of some pine trees. 
It is probably the richest and most luscious of fruit. Three 
hundred years ago, it was described by Jean DeLevy, a Hugue-
not priest, as being of such excellence that the gods might 
luxuriate upon it, and that it should only be gathered by the 
hands of Venus. Some say that it is a native of Brazil, and 
found its way from that country to the East. It is, however, 
not clearly determined to what part of the world we are in-
debted for the Pine Apple, and there is little doubt that it is 
also a native of the West Indies, for many of its varieties are 
found growing wild on the continent and those islands. 
The superior cultivation of the Pine Apple has always been 
regarded as one of the greatest triumphs of horticulturists. 
Improved practice is perhaps as much apparent in pine apple 
culture as in any branch of horticulture. Superior results are 
now attained in eighteen months, which required twice that 
time to produce in the recollection of the writer 
Varieties of Pine Apples. 
In making a selection of varieties, it is not necessary to have 
many in order to keep up a constant supply of first rate pines. 
I believe I am correct in saying that nearly all pine growers 
have discontinued the practice of growing so many varieties 
as were commonly grown many years ago, and will not, there-
fore, give an extended list of some sixty varieties imported by 
GeneraLSanford, but will enumerate and shortly describe those 
which are considered the best as to taste at Belair. 
Black Antique. 
Leaves very long, narrow, acute, of a clear bluish green, the 
inner ones much tinged with pale brown, very mealy beneath, 
slightly so above; spines large, placed widely apart, flowers 
purple, fruit cylindrical, inclining to oval, of a dark yellow 
color; pipes very large and prominent, flesh pale yellow, sweet, 
very juicy, pleasantly acid, and highly flavored. 
Brown Sugar Loaf. 
Leaves broad, pale bluish green, tinged with brown, slightly 
mealy; spines middle sized, flowers lilac, fruit pyramidal, dull 
reddish orange, almost without mealiness; pips large, flesh 
firm, deep yellow, very juicy, rich, and of high flavor, a hand-
some sort, attaining the weight of from live to six pounds. 
Envill .—Smooth-beared. 
Leaves moderately long, rather broad, bluish green, very 
mealy; spines middle sized, irregular, thickly set; flowers lilac, 
fruit pyramidal , /deep orange, with pale co] olor scales 
crown small; pips middle sized or rather large, slightly promi-
nent; flesh pale, yellow juice, rich, sweet, perfumed, but not 
high flavored; weighs six to seven pounds. 
M o s c o w Q u e e n . 
differs from the Queen in having furrowed leaves, with the 
veins beneath destitute of mealiness. 
B r o a d L e a v e d Q u e e n . 
Leaves very short, broad, of a bluish green, very meal v. 
spines strong, set widely apart, flowers lilac, fruit cylindrical, 
of a rich deep yellow, pips middle sized or rather small, prom-
inent, flesh pale yellow, juicy, sweet, rich and excellent; it 
weighs from 3 to 6 pounds, and the variety is one of the best 
and most generally cultivated. 
New Black Jamaica 
Leaves long, narrow, light green mottled with dark green • 
spines small ; flowers purple ; fruit pyramidal, slightly mealy ; 
color dark orange ; pips middle sized, prominent ; flesh pale 
yellow; sweet, rich, and highly flavoured ; it generally weighs 
from 4 to 5 pounds, and is best adapted for summer fruiting. 
Ripley Queen. 
This differs from the Queen in having haves of paler color, 
and less mealy ; the pips also are fatter. 
Moontserrat. 
her long, broad, reflexed on their margin, dark 
green, much tinged with reddish brown, mealy ; spines middle 
. very mealy at their centre, rather prominent ; flesh pale 
yellow ; sweet, rich, and of an agreeable flavour. 
T h e Mogul .— One of the new Pine Apples from India. 
Leaves large, purplish red ; spines large : flowers lilac ; fruit 
oblong, tapering a little to the crown, reddish chocolate ; pips 
middle sized, slightly prominent; flesh, very pale yellow, tender, 
juicy, rich, and sweet, and one of the highest flavoured Pine 
Apples in cultivation. 
A b a k a c h i. —Brazil. 
heaves long, broad, dark green, much tinged with brown ; 
spines middle sized ; flowers lilac ; fruit cylindrical, dark yel-
low ; pips large, somewhat prominent, flesh, deep yellow ; very 
juicy, rich, and of high flavour; a handsome sort attaining the 
weight of from 4 to 8 pounds. 
White Pole, 
differs from the Queen in having furrowed leaves, with the 
veins beneath destitute of mealiness. 
Smooth Leaved Cayenne. 
Leaves long, smooth, or with very few spines; fruit very 
large ; pyramidal dark orange ; flesh pale yellow, rich and ex-
cellent ; a very handsome fruit, averaging 8 to 10 pounds. 
There is a prickly cayenne, but it is inferior in quality to the 
above. 
General Sanford. 
Leaves very long, reflexed, broad at the base, and tapering 
regularly to the apex ; dull green, much tinged with reddish 
brown; mealy, spines numerous, middle sized, flowers lilac, 
fruit of a tall, conical form ; pips large, slightly prominent, 
flesh pale yellow, sweet and well formed. This is perhaps the 
largest sort; the fruit has attained in Belair, the weight of 15 
lbs. It was discovered by General Sanford in an upland val-
ley of the Andes, in i<^57, and imported by him in [873. 
Trinidad. 
I Ire W~~S M iT'Ji») i»y.it tRfSBRflWiUlul ;ht-l)luish green, S] 
ous, flowers purple; fruit oblong or oval; very mealy, reddish 
yellow; pips large, nearly fiat; flesh white, sweet and juicy, 
but not highly flavored. The fruit attains a very large size, 
frequently weighing as much as 10 or 12 pounds. The variety 
is cultivated more on account of its magnificent appearance 
than its flavor. 
Charlotte Rothschild. 
Resembles the smooth Cayenne in size and habit of plant, 
but its leaves are streaked with strong spires: fruit large, 
flavors good : is a splendid winter Pine—in this respect almost 
equal to the Cayenne, is a certain fruiter, and grows to a large 
size ; has been grown at Belair weighing 10 pounds. 
By DONALD HOUSTON, 
Supt. Jul air Grove. 
The accounts of two notable visits to Belair will 
properly complete this description: the one of the 
Ohio Editorial Excursionists, 18th December, 1882 ; 
from the many descriptions published in the Ohio 
newspapers, tha t by Major Bickham, the veteran 
editor of the "Dayton Journal^'is selected, and our 
readers will enjoy his deliciously fragrant, racy 
sketch;—the other, an extract from the Report of 
Mr. W M . SAUNDERS, Superintendent of the Agricul-
tural Department, to the Commissioner of Agricul-
ture, of his visits to Belair, in February, 1883, is of 
a more serious, practical character,—a recognition of 
the first Acclimatizing Station in Florida, if not in 
the South, and what has led up to action of Congress; 
and it may be stated in this connection, tha t Gen. San -
ford, in speaking before the Committee on Agricul-
ture, of the House of Representatives, in 1881, to 
offered to give one hundred acres in Middle or South 
Florida for this purpose, s ta t ing that a good half of 
remarkable collection of Economic plants in the 
Conservatories of the Agr icul tura l Department could 
be cultivated, according to h is experience, with many 
of them, in the open air in South Florida, and would 
open the way to many new and valuable cultures and 
products and new sources of wealth to the South. I t 
is gratifying to know tha t Congress has, finally, be-
come alive to the importance of th is work which, i t 
is to be hoped, will have full development with thor-
oughly scientific methods. 
[FROM SANFORD JOURNAL:] 
o i l l o EDITORIAL EXCURSIONISTS—THEIR VIEWS OF 
FLORIDA GENERALLY, AND THE SANFORD GRANT 
ESPECIALLY. 
Absence for our par l iamentary duties at Tallahas-
see has prevented us giving to our readers, as we had 
intended to do ore this, some of the comments of 
our Ohio brethren on the occasion of the memorable 
visit of the Ohio editors to Sanford; so we give to-
day some, a very small contingent, indeed, from 
among the many letters and articles in the Ohio 
press to which their visit gave rise. 
To Belair, as " t h e specimen b r i c k " not only of 
the Sanford Grant , bu t of Orange County, arid we 
may even say, of Florida, as an evidence of what 
culture and intelligent application of labor and 
means can do OH our pine lands, which have a t -
tracted the most at tention, we give the most space, 
not only on tha t account, but in the description 
given as likely to most interest our readers : 
[FROM THE DAYTON, OHIO, JOURNAL, D E C . 1882:] 
Sanford is destined to become an important com-
mercial city. It is at the head of through naviga-
tion on the St. Johns River, on high ground, on the 
south side of Lake Monroe. It is the principal ship-
ping point of the best developed country in South 
Florida, and is the distributing point and repository 
for a rapidly developing region, not excelled for 
fertility anywhere in the State. The uninterrupted 
navigability of the St Johns from Sanford to the 
Atlantic is a material advantage of which it cannot 
be deprived. Its elevation affords good drainage; 
a fine lakeseveral miles away will furnish an unfail-
ing supply of pure soft water, and saline breezes 
from the ocean, twenty-live miles eastward, invigo-
rate its salubrious atmosphere. Its principal pro-
prietor and founder, General II. S. Sanford, formerly 
United States Minister at Brussels, is a gentleman 
of liberal attainment, huge wealth and enterprising 
spirit, who is devoting his personal attention to its 
improvement and the development of his twenty-
three square miles of surrounding terri tory embraced 
in the Sanford (riant—originally derived from Spain. 
Ten years ago Sanford was a pine barren. Now, 
it is a modern city of a thousand inhabitants, gen-
erally Northern men of energy and some means. I t 
is laid out at right angles, with broad streets, and 
enjoys the accessories of a city—schools, churches, 
a public hall, a ten-acre embryo park and a commo-
dious hotel corresponding in proportions, conven-
iences and luxurious appointments with fashionable 
summer resorts in the North. From its broad ver-
andas there is a commanding view of the pleasant 
lake, pleasingly intercepted by a pretty semi-tropi-
cal garden, embellished with a stately colonade of 
graceful palmetto. Two long piled docks for the 
accommodation of shipping—one constructed by the 
South Florida R. R. Company—extend into deep 
water, and the railroad penetrates to Kissimmee, with 
a future destination on Tampa bay. The water and 
rail facilities of communication are manifest, and the 
..Iva'ntages of th is point as a place of resort from 
December to May are enhanced by pleasing drives 
th rough pineries, yacht ing, boat ing, fishing and 
hunt ing . 
To demonstra te the value of his lands for the pro-
duction of tropical and semi-tropical fruits, General 
Sanford has exhibited a most liberal and enterprising 
spirit , and complacently displays to admiring guests 
the most ex t raord inary orange and lemon groves in 
th is country, if not in the world, embracing all the 
valuable known varieties of these fruits in the orange 
and lemon producing regions of the globe. Bu t of 
this hereafter. His grove is the gem of the conti-
nent. 
VISIT OF OHIO EDITORIAL PARTY TO BELAIR. 
Emerging suddenly from a sedate atid sandy pine 
barren into a lustrous lemon grove, where fragrant 
blossoms chase aromatic fruits in perennial beauty 
through ever-radiant seasons, was like awakening 
from a prosy dream into buoyant morning. The 
joyous par ty had dismounted at a rustic station, 
where Gen. Sanford waited with t ranspor ta t ion for 
the ladies and lazy men, while those who chose ram 
bled through a pa th among gallberry shrubs to Bel-
air. Enter ing a broad gateway into a shady avenue, 
we loiter along with fancy dazed with profusion of 
novel images, and senses confused with a combina-
tion of swTeet perfumes. The pure, fresh air is am-
brosial and the variety of trees but lately ornamental 
to us, but here deliciously uni t ing the utile rum 
dutee, suggests t ha t we have been mysteriously 
wafted itito Araby the blest. Somewhat accustomed 
now to resembling-scenes, we were yet like children to 
whom the artificial glories of the Chris tmas tree are 
suddenly exposed, and alike unmindful of the wonder 
work of the magician, while rapturously contemplat-
ing his wonderful magic. 
There are da te palms on ei ther side of the gate, 
imported from the Nile at large cos t ; an embryo 
orange hedge inside the fence; then masses of da rk 
green, glossy foliage, on every side, bril l iantly re-
lieved with white and purplish blossoms, and 
golden globes of aromatic fruit, much too numerous 
in variety for my impoverished horticultural vo-
cabulary ;-—reminders of the isles of the Mediter-
ranean, the campagnas of Italy, the valley of the 
Nile and fertile basin of the Amazon. Like the bee 
that flits from flower to flower, we are tempted to 
taste of each, here a rich lemon from the Tyrol of the 
valleys of the Ancles; now a pretty Tangerine of 
Africa and China, quaintly complimented as the 
ik
 Kid glove orange," in recognition of its neatness 
in handling—dry, but very sweet, and musky flavor; 
now the aromatic bergamot, gli t tering with aural 
brilliance, yet differing from the splendor of itsshin-
ing congeners only as one star differs from another 
in glory; here, under protecting shade, the more deli-
cate banana, whose palmy leaves sadly show where 
the frost line had been sharply drawn, though the 
fruit is yet unharmed ; yonder you descry a hoyden-
Ish thicket of guava, which runs wild in untamed 
luxuriance ; hard-by Japanese pi urns of delicate yel-
low, the size and form of a. robin's egg. Hence we 
pass to a grove of thrifty olives—sacred once to Pallas 
Athena4, the Greek emblem of chastity, and even now 
has a pretty significance. Its form is li the and 
graceful, with dark green leaves above, whitish or 
hazy beneath, and of willowy shape. And now the 
luscious pineapple, absorbing attention because it is 
rare and delicate. Long beds of them—called pine-
ries—are cultivated between rows of oranges and pro-
tected against frost by leafy canopies. Many have 
been gat hered, butsplendid bulbaceous reddish fruits 
remain to demonstrate t heir successful culture under 
the twenty-ninth parallel in Florida. One superb speci-
men weighed ten and a half pounds; others not culled 
measured eighteen inches in diameter around the 
to]> of the cone. Botanists describe the fruit as a 
sorosis, which is an ascription all pretty women will 
ridicule. But, why further a t tempt description of 
t h e indescribable, or t ry to sketch this dazing confu-
sion of richness, sweetness and beauty; of sensuous 
fragrance and exquis i te flavor, of the delicacy and 
delightsoraeness of graceful arboral form and the 
splendor of fruitful magnificence. 
Our accomplished host, with the thorough tac t 
of a man of the world, had just committed the gen-
tlemen to the intelligent direction of his skillful 
super intendent , when the lady of the manor, accom-
panied by a bevy of agreeable companions, suddenly 
emerged from an orange avenue with her arms full 
of roses, which she couteously dis t r ibuted, and com-
pleted the waking dream of Arcadia. The easy 
transit ion from the stiffness of formal introduction 
to the repose of happy self-possession, which is al-
ways communicated by cordial greeting from a gra-
cious hostess, promptly found expression in a happy 
loquacity that filled the gloves with melody. Hence-
forward joy was unconfined. We were enjoying a 
fete champitre in an orange grove on the i s th day 
of December! Ye denizens of the Miami Valley, 
with mercury about zero, have our tropical sym-
pa thy . 
Whi le General Sanford's good wife and her friends 
were contr ibut ing to th*' pleasure of our ladies, the ed-
itorial gentlemen were racing through the grove with 
General Sanford and Mr. Phelps , stuffing themselves 
with oranges and information, and it t ranspired in 
t he course of the lecture that General Sanford had 
sacrificed something of the t ru th to his modesty in 
•assigning all the credit of his paradisiacal groves to 
his capable superintendent . For it appeared that 
while Mr. Phelps was in Florida s tudying soil and 
climate, General Sanford had personally s tudied all 
the citrine l i terature from the Mediteranean to In-
dia and the Amazon, visiting the best groves of Eu-
rope, Africa and South America, acquir ing knowl-
edge of the different species of citra, their habits, 
modes of culture;, and tin; like, with determination 
to demonstrate at Belair what might be accomplished 
in citrine in Florida. The splendidly satisfactory 
results are beginning to reward his patient enterprise 
and liberality. He has discovered the varieties of 
oranges and lemons best adapted to the soil of Florida, 
and enjoys the rarest grove in the State. Many 
importations were discarded, but some twenty or 
thirty of the most valuable merchantable varieties 
of oranges, and eighteen of lemons have been re-
tained. He especially congratulates himself that 
he has succeeded in growing the thornless orange-
tree as perfectly as it is cultivated in the best Sici-
lian groves—an advantage appreciated by experts in 
orange culture. Mr. Phelps was delightfully oblig-
ing in communicating his extensive knowledge, which 
was extremely interesting, although it would not be 
expected to find otherwise than transitory lodgment 
in the minds of his busy and peripatetic pupils. Of 
one thing, however, there is assurance. Every Buck-
eye who possessed the most primitive knowledge of 
physiology, was soon instructed to distinguish the 
famous naval orange from its citrine relatives. 
Thus the morning passed pleasantly till afternoon, 
when, by a sudden movement, General and Mrs. San-
ford surprised and delighted their guests by leading 
them into a bower of orange and lemon trees, with 
an undergrowth of pine-apples and other plants, 
where— 
" The board was spread with fruits and wine ; 
With grapes of gold, like those that shine 
On Casbin's hill, bananas full 
Of melting sweetness, and the pears 
And sunniest fruits that Cabul 
In all its thousand gardens bears. 
Of orange tlowers, and those berries 
That wild and fresh, the young gazelles 
Feed on in Erac's rooky dells." 
Of all our pleasant surprises in the land of fruits 
and fiowTers, this was the most dainty and recherche, 
reminding some of us at once of sketches of General 
Sanford and his graceful wife in their charming cir-
cle at Washington. The novelty of the time, and 
the almost oriental surroundings, were delicious. 
The cynosure of the beautiful table was a great 
swelling pyramid of flowers and all the rich fruits 
of that superb ami variegated orchard, capped with 
voluptuous pineapples, with all the profusion of Horn 
and fruit arranged and harmonized with exquis i te 
taste. It was a feast lit for the gods, who had come 
down from the fatness of Obi' the new land 
of promise. Needless to say that it was pleasant to 
us to d r ink the hea l th of the gracious hostess in 
nectar mixed with the juice of succulent lemons, 
which we plucked from the trees that shaded our 
sumptuous table, and to respond fervently to the 
compliments tendered to General Sanford in orange 
wine, pressed from the golden fruit t h a t had g l i t te red 
i n t he grove around us. 
I sometimes feel that the lStb day of December at 
Belair was a delicious dream. 
rno.M SKY Register, uv MU. MACK, PK 
O H I O K 0 I T O K I AL A 
W e had been invited by telegraph to lunch at 
Belair, which we reached a few minutes before 
t w e l v e . 
There we met our host. Gen. II . S. Sanford, and 
his Super in tendent , Rev. Lyman Phelps, with car 
riages in wai t ing to convey us to the orange grove, 
a qua r t e r of a mile distant our objective point for 
the day . Ente r ing t h e gates , we were driven through 
a long avenue of oleanders, crowned with pink bios 
soms. Upon a l igh t ing from the carr iages. General 
Sanford directed Mr. Phelps to take charge of the 
gentlemen, and requested the ladies to follow Mrs. 
Sanford. We were then conducted th rough avenue 
after avenue of orange, lemon, citron, guava, olive 
and other trees, with here and there long beds of 
pine-apples, covered with their beautiful fruit. 
Mr. Phelps , who is not only an enthusias t but a 
scientist in fruit cul ture , pointed out to us between 
th i r ty and forty differenl varieties of fruit, imported 
citrus fruit He explained the results of ten 
years investigations—the analysis of the soil, wood, 
fruit and fertilizers, from which had been produced 
the highest type of each variety. He led us 
to what he was pleased to call the 4k experimental 
acre," from which $1,000 worth of fruits had already 
been sold, and $500 more would be realized when the 
entire crop is gathered. Upon this acre had been ex-
pended during the year $300 in labor and fertilizers. 
This will give a nett gain of $1,200, proving the wis-
dom of methods pursued. In explaining his theories, 
Mr. Phelps cut and handed to us samples of each kind 
of fruit, calling attention to flavor, giving history of 
the tree, chemical qualities of fruit, wood and soil, 
and pointing out the improvements brought about by 
the system of culture. 
While thus engaged, Mrs. Sanford, with two lady 
friends, was conducting the ladies of our party 
through the more ornamental portions of the 
grounds—the green-houses and gardens, which are 
marvelously kept. They were shown beautiful flow-
ers in great profusion, and many strange varieties of 
fruits and plants; the cinnamon, the camphor, the 
bergamot, the date palm, the banana, the Japanese 
plum, the pepper, the coffee, the tea, the Chinese 
lichi and the olive trees, with their peculiar shade of 
green standing alone in color—all growing in the 
open air. There was a great wealth of flowers, es-
pecially of roses. Each of the ladies was given a 
generous cluster, and a boutonniere for the gentle 
men. As if by accident, the two parties met at the same 
time on the "experimental acre," near the centre of 
the grove of 125 acres, where we found a banquet 
table spread with the luxuries of the season, and 
fairly groaning under the wonderful displays of 
fruits—the choice selections from the most highly 
cultivated garden in the South. Aftera blessing by 
Mr. Phelps, in which we all joined, the tempting 
dishes were soon disposed of. We were refreshed 
with lemonade made from the fruit of trees, whose 
heavy-laden branches hung within reach from our 
table. 
After refreshing ourselves, we bad an opportunity 
to examine our surroundings. The table was spread 
over a row' of enormous pineapples planted between 
the fruit trees, and covered wTith a canopy of dwarf 
palm-leaves as a protection against frost. The lar-
gest pineapples in this country are raised here, and 
it is a curious fact that this fruit was discovered by 
Gen. Sanford in 18o7, in an upper valley of the 
Andes, where it had been acclimated to a semi-trop-
ical temperature, which it is supposed accounts, in 
part, for its extraordinary and rapid development 
in this region. Almost within arm's length were 
the golden orange, the red tangerine, from Africa, the 
yellow mandarin, from China, very properly called 
Kidglove oranges, because of their delicacy and the 
ease with which they may be prepared for eating 
without danger of soiling the gloves, and the citron, 
the lemon and guava. We had a May-day temper-
ature and a cloudless sky. I t was hard to realize 
that it was the 18th day of December—that the 
whole North was firmly held in the icy clasp of the 
frost-king, and we enjoyed fete champitre in an 
orange grove. 
EXTRACT FROM THE REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT WM. 
SAUNDERS, TO THE COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE, 
1883. 
I left De Land about noon and proceeded up the 
Saint John's River to Sanford. Going southward, 
the cypress trees were showing young leaves, and 
the palmetto trees were seen in great profusion, and 
in beautiful specimens 30 and 40 feet in height. 
The extremely winding course of the river is at first 
novel, then becomes monotonous ; the monotonv is at 
once dispelled on reaching Lake Monroe, which 
(probably because of the great contrast between the 
one of the most beautiful of possible lake views. 
About eight o'clock this evening (1st February, 
1883), the thermometer was 70°, but the cool breeze 
made it more comfortable to sit indoors than out. 
Having called on General Sanford, arrangements 
were made for visiting his atid other groves the fol-
lowing day. General Sanford's estate of Belair is 
a few miles south of the town. On reaching it I was 
met by Mr. Houston, superintendent at Belair, who 
accompanied me and imparted much information re-
garding the4 experimental tests which have been made 
in the culture of the Citrus family and other semi-
tropical plants. There is much of interest, as well 
as of instruction, to be found in a visit to this plan-
tation. General Sanford has spared no expense to 
procure from all parts of the world everything in 
the way of economic plants that gave even the slight-
est hopes of successful culture in Florida. In this 
respect his operations have been of much value; even 
his failures, although they may have been unprofita-
ble to him, have been profitable to the State, inasmuch 
as they serve to prevent furl her loss by other experi-
menters. Among the plants which seemed to flourish 
were the Jambos apple, Eugenia Jambosa, which I 
found in full flower. The star apple of the West In-
dies, Chrysophyllum cainito; several species of Anona; 
the camphor tree, Camphora officisriarum; the Mexi 
can pepper plant, ^7//////*//W/c;theNewZealandflax, 
Phormium tenax; several species of Cinamomum, 
but not the cinnamon of commerce; the arnotta 
plant, Bixa Orellana : several species of bamboo; the 
wampee, Codkiapunctata; the tropica! papaw, carica 
papaya; the tamarind, Tamarindus indica; various 
Australian plants, such as Macadamia ternifolia, 
Grevillea Banksii, Fie as Australis, Eugenia Aus-
tralis; several species of palms, among othersPritch-
ardia Pacijica, Coryha Australis, Oreodoxa regia, 
Seaforthia elegans, Phoenix dactilifera, Phmnix re-
clinata, < ihamo?rops excelsa, Cham&rops /mmHis, and 
Latania borbonica 
biscus, Chinese tea, the loquat, the arrowroot plant, 
acacias, and many oiher similar p lants endure the 
open air with little or no injury. 
A small plantation of olive trees seemed to be in 
perfect heal th; indeed, their vt^vy luxuriant growth 
has probably prevented them from fruiting, which 
they have not done so far, although they are of good 
size, and under less favorable conditions for growth 
»ul I doubtless be bearing fruit. Root-pruning 
would stop excess of growth, and favor fruit produc-
tion, and the operation might be performed upon 
these tre(>s with advantage. 
The collection of the Citrus family in this grove is 
very extensiv. Everything of promising value is 
procured and tested, and none but those which reach 
the highest standard of excellence and adaptabil i ty 
tire increased. Much expense, time, and attention 
have been devoted to lemons. The greatest fault 
which has been found with lemons grown in Florida 
has been their very thick, coarse skins. Some have 
supposed that this is occasioned in some degree by 
climate, and give as a reason that even the finest 
Sicily lemons, when grown here, lose their delicate 
thin skins, and acquire a bitter taste. I t is much 
more probable tha t the fault has been in the variety 
rather than in the climate, tilt bough the latter may 
exert an* influence as suggested. General Sanford 
has made selections from his numerous varieties, and 
he now feels eonlideut of producing lemons that will 
meet the requirements of the American trade in this 
fruit. It is probably s-iU' to say that t here is no finer 
collection of lemons in Florida than can be seen in 
this grove. 
Oranges have been equally subjected to crit-
ical tests. The opportunity is here presented of a 
comparison of the dedicate peculiarities of tlavor, 
sprightliness, and texture of these fruits, of which I 
found a huge variety in bearing. A sweet, pleasant, 
tasted orange, which one would pronounce as good, is 
made to appear quite insipid when compared with the 
rich, brisk, full, f ru i ty flavor which is realized in eat-
ing a properly ripened fruit of the Jaffa orange. 
The Majorca is b u t l i t t le, if any, inferior; next in 
order comes the Maltese oval, after which I would 
place a variety which was named Medi ter ranean 
Sweet. There seem to be several variet ies of t h i s 
name, and they tire designated by numbers . The 
St. Michaels, which is a favorite variety a t the 
Azores, does not s tand very high in Florida. It is, 
however, a fairly good, ra ther small-sized fruit, and 
specially productive. The Bahia , as d i s t r ibu ted by 
the Depar tment about ten years ago, is but l i t t le 
known, and the opinion prevails t h a t it is not so 
product ive as other oranges. As to flavor, it t akes 
a high rank . I found tha t buds of it had been in-
troduced from California, where it is prized above 
all k inds in t h a t State. There it is known as the 
Wash ing ton Navel, and more Lately the name has, 
in some cases, been changed to tha t of Riverside 
Navel . As there seem to be several varieties t ha t 
receive the name of Bahia , or Navel orange, some 
confusion may exist . I have seen a very inferior 
frui t which was sent out as the Bahia. Those im-
ported by the Department from Bahia were dis t r ib-
uted boib iu California and Flor ida , and while it is 
claimed as the best variety grown in California, i t 
has not proved of sufficient meri t to a t t rac t any at-
tent ion in F lor ida . I t h i n k t h a t i t is doubtful 
whether any of the trees of this variety which were 
sent to Flor ida by the Depar tment have yet fruited. 
There have been several importa t ions , in former 
years , of orange plants from Bahia in to Florida, and 
these may be different from those imported and dis-
t r ibuted by the Depar tment . 
P ineapples are cult ivated to grea ter perfection here 
t han I have seen them elsewhere in Florida.. An ex-
tensive assortment has been collected from all pa r t s 
of the world where pineapple plants were to be found, 
so tha t the oppor tun i ty is presented of selecting those 
varieties which prove best adapted to the cl imate and 
condit ions of cul ture here. The only drawback seems 
to be the likelihood of a check of growth and matur-
ity of the fruit from cold nights in early winter. To 
guard the plants from extreme injury they are pro-
tected by a covering of palmetto leaves, which an-
swer admirably, and much better than the almost 
absolute shade which results from a covering of 
boards. A slight shade even in summer is found to 
be of advantage to the plants under this artificial 
t reatment. The covering consists of a horizontal trel-
lis, supported by posts elevated a foot or so [now 10 
ft.] above the top of the plants, and that (died with the 
large leaves of the palmetto. On looking under this 
cover the plants were seen to be in good, healthy con-
dition, and many of them bearing Large, nearly ripe 
fruits. The ripe apples are gathered once or twice a 
week, and several dozens of fine fruit were shown me 
in the fruit house. Some of the kinds bear as Large 
and as handsome fruit as I have seen. One turned 
the scales at ten pounds. This wras a splendid speci-
men, not often excelled under any system of cul-
ture. * * * * * * 
A letter from Prince von Bismarck to General 
Sanford, acknowledging the receipt of some Belair 
oranges, which we are permitted to copy, has special 
interest as showing his application of Belair to his 
efforts for colonization in Africa, and linds properly 
here a place in concluding this sketch of it : 
B E R L I N , March 20, I8S0. 
D E A R S I R : The oranges you kindly send me have 
arrived, and proved to be equal to their Sicilian an-
cestors. Plea.se accept my best thanks for this fra-
grant gift, which, to me, is a new proof howT success-
ful the labor of Northern people, if seconded by 
wealth and energy, may be in every climate. 
I hope that Africa will agree with my countrymen 
as well as your semi-tropical lat i tude does with your 
Swedish and Norwegian employees. 
Believe me, dear sir, yours truly, 
VON BISMARCK. 
THE ( V 
Sanford Gran t is bounded on the north for five 
miles by Lake Monroe ,—through which the St. Johns-
riven' flows; on the eastern border is the city of San-
ford, and near the centre Bela i r is s i tua ted . It is 
an old Spanish Grant , da t i ng from the Spanish occu-
pat ion of Flor ida, formerly known as the Levy 
Gran t ; was purchased in L870 of General Finigan l>\ 
General Sanford, at that t ime Minis ter of t h e Uni ted 
States to Belgium, when on a visit to Flor ida . He 
had previously bought of Colonel John Hay a grove 
in St. Augus t ine (which he had acquired when s 
re ta ry to President Lincoln), and, on a visit to it, 
proceeded up the river to Mellonville (a hamlet of 
three or four bui ld ings) , then the end of the line, 
and, a t t r ac ted by the count ry and its cl imate, and 
especially by the cha rming si te on.Crystal Lake, now 
known as Belair, he bought the whole Grant , cover-
ing about twenty- three square miles, at the bend of 
navigat ion of the St. J o h n s , mak ing Lake Monroe 
" t h e mouth of New York Harbor,*1 as he then ex-
pressed his assurance that th is was the natural (lis 
t r i bu t ing point for Nor the rn markets . Foreseeing 
the wonderful possibi l i t ies of the future for th is , the 
real centre of F lor ida , h e a t once proceeded to found 
wha t is now t ru ly called the Gate City of South 
F l o r i d a — S A X FORD. 
A wharf and a sawmill were buil t , a line road cut 
through into the back count ry , and a large store 
erected, which soon a t t r ac t ed the " c r a c k e r s , " with 
the i r ox-teams, for several days ' journey from the 
in ter ior ,—eight or ten of thei r camp tires being not 
anfrequent ly seen of a n igh t around it. Mr. 11. L. 
Deforest, then a mere hid, in fail ing heal th , with 
only one lung, was General Sanford's agent in aid-
ing to carry out this work. 
A post office was established—moved from Mel-
lonville there one of the two Posl Offices in South 
Florida. A bitter, if unsuccessful, feud and oppo-
sition was the result againsl this so-called " Yankee 
nes t . " Many wild scenes were enacted there by the 
cowboys in their d r ink ing frolics, when revolvers 
were in frequent use. In ten years from that time 
this little post-office had become the d is t r ibu tor for 
forty-six offices in the interior. Among other im-
provements, the General established (for those times,) 
a " m a m m o t h " orange grove of one hundred acres,** 
at a point west of Sanford, which he called St. Ger-
trude,—-known at present as the St. Ger t rude Addi-
tion to the city, -and, labor being scarce, he imported 
from middle Florida some sixty colored laborers for 
cdearing and plant ing the land. This was resisted by 
some of the natives, who, declaring it was " a white 
man 's coun t ry , " one night a t tacked t heir camp with 
shot-guns and drove the men away, kil l ing one and 
wounding several. This persecution stopped the 
further employment of colored labor till General 
Sanford was strong enough to defend his r ights , i kby 
arms if necessary," as he asserted, on a subsequent 
occasion, he would do, when similar treatment was 
planned on his establishing the suburb in the town 
for colored people. 
This a t tack was, however, the cause of much 
benefit to Florida, for, failing to get native labor. 
General Sanford sent an agent to Sweden and en-
gaged 100 adul ts to work a year for their expenses, 
•The 6nly " large " grove in the State then was of six acres—the 
Hart grove, opposite Palatka. 
inc luding the heavy cost of the i r passage. I t was 
a s t range and notable s ight , the arrival of th is body 
of brown-coated, whi te headed, red-cheeked Scan-
danavians , I he forerunners of tha t valuable immigra-
tion which has since s tead i ly cont inued, and peopled 
the State with so many good citizens. B u t here new 
difficulties arose. Certa in Republ icans of Jackson-
ville commenced a series of persecutions and annoy-
ances against wha t they called another k ind of 
slavery. The Swedes were incited to run away ; the 
agents who went for them were arrested, and vexa-
t ious law-suits , persecut ions and other annoyances 
were promoted by these so called p h i l a n t h r o p i s t s . 
Meanwhile, Mrs. Sanford, with the help of nor th-
ern fr iends,had commenced bu i ld ing a church ,a t that 
t ime the1 most impor tan t and a r t i s t i c in South Flor ida ; 
in the construct ion of it, some of the Swedes were 
employed. A notice was found posted on its door 
one morning t ha t unless the foreign laborers were 
removed i t would be b u r n t down! The work of t he 
Swedes, however, cont inued; they fai thful ly fulfilled 
the i r contract , as the General did his, and the 
Swedes' Colony of New Upsala, near Belair , bears 
witness thereto and as a notable evidence of what 
nor thern races, without ot her means than thei r hands , 
can do with thr i f t and indus t ry in Flor ida,—for 
General Sanford gave a five acre lot in the colony 
to each man who chose to remain, and Belair has 
ever since been supplied with labor therefrom. 
New Upsala has a*Scandinavian Church, a school, 
and a club-house, and is now an almost cont inuous 
orange grove. The steward of the Swedes' mess-
house i,l. B. L i n b u r g ) , who, l ike the1 others , came 
wi thou t a fa r th ing , and who had been induced to 
run away oy nis jac i 
•turned repen tan t , and sold, after a t ime, 
his holding for $5,000, and is now Postmaster , and 
owns a store on the Fast coast . This same man was 
the spokesman on behalf of the Swedes on a visit to 
the school at the Colony, when all in the neighbor-
hood were assembled, with the Swedes and the ['. S. 
Flags decora t ing the crowded bui ld ing . " W e were 
poor and fr iendless ," said he, in his imperfect lan-
guage. "You were like one F a t h e r t o u s ; you gave 
us work and homes -and now look around yon ! all 
are prosperous ; the land you gave us is one orange4 
grove, not one Swede has required or received publ ic 
a s s i s t ance ; I have read in your books that he is a 
great man who has made two blades of grass grow 
where one grew before ; but I tell you, General , you 
a r e a b i g g e r man, for you have made the orange tree 
grow where the wild Saw-Palmet to only flourished." 
Seventy-live more Swedes were brought from Stock-
holm in 1881 for the Company which General Sanford 
formed to t a k e o v e r his lauds. An interes t ing fact 
marked the end of that year : At a Chr i s tmas din-
ner, given by him in the town-hall where 145 Swedes 
were present, s ix ty rosy, chubby chi ldren, born on 
the Gran t , bore s t r rk iug evidence of its healthful-
ness, and were made happy by Mrs. Sanford 's Chris t-
mas-tree. 
The Sanford House, the firsl large hotel built in 
South Florida, with a large boarding-house-— the 
Monroe House (afterwards Doyle's store), followed in 
1875 upon the bui ld ing of Hie store. A weekly paper, 
the " South Florida Journal," now " Sanford Jour-
nal," had a l ready been establ ished by him, and the 
town was then laid out on the broad and eomprehen 
an accomplished engineer, E. R, Trafford. The Fair 
g rounds were also made a gift by the liberal owner, 
who ins t i tu ted prizes for encouragement of agr icul-
ture , from his own pocket, and his personal influence 
secured at Wash ing ton the es tabl ishment a t Sanford 
of the U. S. Signal Office. 
Sanford was the first " d r y " town in F lor ida . 
From the outset , the sale of l iquor was forbidden by 
its owner, and every deed or contract for sale of land 
bore the prohibi t ion on i ts face, with pain of nul l i ty 
of the sale if violated. To Mellonville, therefore, 
went the dealers and the rowdies, and by the t ime 
Sanford had arrived at t he d ign i ty of a Town-Council 
and Mayor.—-to whom was turned over the r ight to 
decide on this question, with the recommendation of 
high license,—Mellonville was ruined, and has never 
recovered from the license which centered there with 
the worst elements of the popula t ion . 
In 1873, after heavy out lay, finding the land a t 
St. Ger t rude was unsui table for oranges (owing to 
" h a r d - p a n " near the surface,) the grove was removed 
to Belair, and fortunately, for the growing needs of 
the town : a large nor thern emigrat ion followed 
in upon th is pioneer movement in South Florida. 
Business increased rapidly. In ten years from the 
da te of bui lding Sanford wharf, eighl or ten steamers 
could be counted ai a time, where previously but 
two came a week. The need of a railroad was soon 
felt, and on the visit of General and Mis. Grant to 
Sanford in L880, he tu rned the first sod for the South 
Flor ida railroad. the;n the southernmost railroad in 
the United State's. This road, projected by F. \V. 
Elenck, and under taken by the Boston Herald, Svn-
dicate, at the head of which was the enterprising and 
regretted Col. Pulsifer, was most liberally aided by 
General Sanford in lands, lots and construction ; he 
having graded and tied the first three miles across the 
Grant. At this time, Mr. James E. Ingraham was 
General Sanford's esteemed and valued agent, who 
ably seconded his views .and plans, and remained in 
his employ as such ' t i l l he became President of the 
railway, which he had, under the instructions of his 
chief, so actively promoted. 
The growing wants of the hour required extended 
and costly improvements : waterworks, hotel exten-
sion, drainage, streets, connecting roads, &c , and 
General Sanford organized in London, among Eng-
lish friends, The Florida Land and Colonization Com-
pany, to secure new influences and needed capital to 
carry out his plans. He was elected, and still con-
tinues to be, President of the company, in which he 
took and holds a majority of stock, and which, since 
March, L881, has carried on the business of develop 
ing the City and Grant, and handling the 100,000 
acres of land it owns, chiefly in South Florida, and 
which, at present, is under the management of one 
of our most respected citizens, Major Fred. II. Kami. 
The town has now about 4,000 inhabitants, with 
seven lines of railroad centering there ; with two 
banks, numerous churches and hotels, public l ibrary, 
public schools, three newspapers (two daily), and 
all the appliances of a thriving business town ; its 
water works are probably the best in the State, con-
sidering the plentiful supply of pure water and pres-
sure for fire purposes. 
A complete system of drainage will soon follow, and 
large public school buildings, a mortgage bank, cVc. 
s remarivaDie ueairnrulness was lately demon-
strated, while the yellow fever prevailed, the past 
winter, in Jacksonvi l le and other towns fa r ther 
North , Sanford had not a case, atid an average mor 
ta l i ty of two deaths a month demonstrated (as the 
United States Government physician, who visited i t 
to report on a suspected case of fever, wrote) to be 
the " h e a l t h i e s t town in the S t a t e . " The official 
report of the mor ta l i ty of Sanford the past yea r 
shows but six deaths per thousand inhabi tants , and 
of these one-quarter from unnatura l causes, and but 
tiro from fever—an almost unexampled showing of 
health fulness. 
| NOTE.—In a recent number of the " Sanford Daily Maacotte," with 
a sketch of the Gate City, is given, from official sources, the mortuary 
list of Sanford for 1S8S, with causes of decease it showing 24 deaths, 
but it is unnecessary to repeat it here. 
Its remarks and sketch of Sanford tire here given: 
By reference to the above, it will be readily seen 
that there is not a community in the United States 
of like population where1 the death-rate is so low. 
Comput ing the percentage on a basis of only 4,000 
people, it will only make our mortal i ty list at six in 
one thousand from all causes. Six, or one-fourt h of 
this number, died from unnatura l causes ; fourwere 
infants ; two of extreme old a g e ; while ONLY TWO 
from ANY KIND of fever. Does not this Report, of 
itself, answer the ques t ion : w t l las there been any 
yellow fever in Sanford ( " more (dearly t han if every 
citizen spoke out at once .NO ! Six per l,ooo ! Every 
intelligent individual who is seeking a new home 
will keep this -report for ready reference and be gov-
erned by it. 
THE GATE CITY. 
Sanford has seven lines of railroads, over which 
more than fifty t rains per day run in and out of San-
ford, with daily mail service Nor th , South, Fast and 
A notable feature of this city is the suburb east of 
Sanford avenue, which has been laid out for the 
colored people (popularly knowTn as Georgetown). 
Here the same policy was adopted of giving free lots 
for churches and schools, and long credit to indus-
trious people for improvement of their homes. Here 
are three churches, a school house, Odd Fellows' 
ball, &c , and over a hundred neat buildings owned 
by their prosperous and contented occupants, and 
supplied with water, gas, &c. 
I t required some nerve and will-power, as has be-
fore been shown, to establish and protect these citi-
zens of "African descent," on their first appearance 
in this region. Their labor has proved to be of the 
West. Two lines of steamers on the St. Johns river, 
running dailv between Jacksonville and Sanford. 
Two telegraph, and one telephone line, connecting 
with till the world. 
Water works of the most approved system, furnish-
ing an ample supply of excellent water for domestic 
purposes and also for fire protection. 
Gas works, by which the city, stores and resi-
dences are lighted. 
Two banks—one National and one State—with 
ample capital. 
Four live newspapers, two daily and two weekly. 
Four restaurants. 
Fight churches. 
Two public school houses. 
Thirteen business blocks, and two more under con-
tract. 
No saloons. 
Over 4,000 inhabitants. 
The lowest death rate of any city of its size in the 
Union. 
The most delightful climate in the world. 
No gnats. Hies or sand Hies, and but very few mos-
quitoes. 
especially for the Ra i l roads : and while if can hardly 
be believed to-day, it would not have been safe at 
the outset of th is enterpr ise (according to t h e spokes 
man of a delegat ion of that race to t he General , on 
one occasion) " f o r a colored man to go alone to Or 
a n d o " — t h e County seat. 
Sanford has had, besides t he visit of Genera l G r a n t , 
t h a t of two other Pres idents . President A r t h u r 
came there direct from Wash ing ton , with several 
members of.his Cabinet, in 1884, and remained t h r e e 
d a y s the guest of the General . Last year President 
and Mrs. Cleveland honored the town ami the South 
Florida Fair (then going on there , ) w i th a brief v is i t . 
A beautiful location, on t he banks , of Lake Mon-
roe, otic of the finest lakes in the State . 
Three machine shops. 
Car shops of South Florida Rai l road . 
An iron foundry and machine shop. 
Two saw mills. 
One marble works. 
Two carr iage factories 
A fibre factory. 
An ice factory. 
Ten ar tesian wells. 
A bot t l ing es tabl ishment . 
An orange wine manufac tory . 
Two fertilizer factori-
A moss factory. 
A fence manufactory . 
Good fishing and h u n t i n g . 
Good society. 
Low taxes. 
Good government . + 
Good markets. 
P lenty of work . 
Good wages. 
W h a t more do you wan t? 
resort ; its former quiet being replaced by the bustle 
of a busy town, and the clang of 50 trains of cars 
coming and going on its seven lines of Railroad. But 
there is no more delightful spot in the State than 
the broad verandah of the Sanford House, looking 
across its tropical park and through the tall pal-
mettos fringing its shore over beautiful Lake Mon-
roe', the white buildings of Enterprise just visible 
at the North, across its live miles expanse. 
The dream of its founder that it should have direct 
communication with Northern seaports may yet be 
realized, and recent events in the merciless quaran-
tine against all Florida by reason of yellow fever 
in Jacksonville and two or three other towns, em-
phasize the need of direct water communication. 
General Sanford had, at one time, on an address be-
fore the Committee of Rivers and Harbors of the 
House, almost realized this by an appropriation by 
Congress for commencing the work of straighten 
ing the River and improving its navigation for a 
larger class of vessels, as agreed by that Committee ; 
but local jealousies near the mouth of the river, pre-
vailed against it—for a time only, let us hope. 
Sanford is the natural outlet for the immense fruit-
bearing region back of it in. South Florida. 5,000 
orange groves alone are within easy reach of it; and the 
supply for the whole country of bananas, cocoanuts 
and pine apples, as well as of oranges and Lemons is, 
in no short time, to come from this productive re-
gion. The only part of our 'country under our flag, 
with a climate capable of producing most of these, 
and needing the delicate handling that can only be 
given by water-transport, the time seems not far 
dis tan t when it shall find its way to the world 's 
marke t s by sea-going vessels direct from the Gate 
City of South Florida. 
Sanford 1ms been visited by two conflagrations, the 
last in Sept. L887, and the City, alive to the necessity 
of increased lire-pro lection, has now pu t itself, by pro-
viding adequate pressure and numerous fire-hydrants, 
in a position to master .any future visits of the tiiv 
fiend ; a fire limit for wooden s t ructures has added 
to th is securi ty, as well as to the solid aspect of 
the town : Brick blocks now filling up the burned 
dis t r ic t . 
The " G r e a t fire" of Sept. , 1887, des t royed four 
blocks including two hotels and numerous stores in 
the business portion the town. An indicat ion may 
here be given of the conservative character of its 
people in the fact, tha t but two lots in the whole 
burned district were mortgaged, and this may be 
further i l lustrated by this other fact, tha t near ly all 
the houses in the town are owned by t heir occupants 
who have in tide oil the spot the means to build them, 
and in most cases the independence or wealth they 
have. 
It is one of the pret t iest towns in the South, with 
tasteful residences along its wide streets and ave-
nues ; several parks do t t ing its broad area, fringed 
at the back with orange groves capping the higher 
lands that bound i t as an amphi thea ter , and in front 
the* magnificent expanse of Lake Monroe, its waters 
edged with tall palmettos . 
tx CONCLUSION, 
it may may not be out of place, to give here the re 
ma rkso f General Sanford in reply to, .and the ad 
dress of welcome at the Opera House, on the occasion 
of the last public reception, given him on his return 
from abroad, as repor ted in the Sanford Journal, 
10th of December, L886: 
Prompt ly at 4:30 p. m. the fast mail on the J . , T. 
& K. W . R 'y , rolled into town, br inging back to us, 
after an absence of nearly two years, General II. S. 
Sanford. the fat her of the Ga te Ci ty of South Flor ida 
which bears his name. He was met at the depot by 
the band and a commit tee of citizens who escorted 
him to the (>pera House, where a crowd of people had 
assembled. Dr. Harr is delivered the following ad-
dress of welcome: 
M:IS ADDRESS. 
General Sanford:—1 am the honored medium of 
t he' people of Sanford, of ex tend ing to you a cordial 
welcome on your return to this beautiful ci ty, the 
outcome of your foresight, the crea ture of your in-
ventive genius, the product of your boundless liber-
a l i ty . For nearly two years you have been away 
from us. Part of thai t ime, as we have been able to 
keep track of your movements, you have spent wi thin 
the realms of Queen Victoria, in dai ly contact with 
those whose ancestors were 'our b i t ter enemies and 
oppressors, but who. themselves, are now our " l o v -
ing cousins across the briny d e e p ; " and part in 
la belle h ranee, whose Lafayet te nobly responded to 
our call for help, and aided us in dr iv ing the invader 
from freedom's soil. During this time, Sanford has 
experienced defeats and
 %enjoyed t r iumphs , but all 
the while- we have longed for General Sanford 's pres-
ence, his sympa thy , his advice, his co-operation. 
But you have returned, and. as we believe, upon the 
threshold of a new and enlarged development. Your 
return at th is time* is oppor tune , for we believe, yea 
we km w, that with your never faltering faith, your 
wise counsel, your generous sympa thy , your kind, 
paternal watch-care over the destiny of your offspring, 
anford, the Gate City, will soon realize the promise 
that her position gives her, and wear the wreath that 
awaits her as the Queen City of this sunny land. 
Again, I welcome you, and trust that your stay with 
us may be long and pleasant. 
General SAIN FORD replied as follows: 
Dr. I/arris and Fellow-Citizens: 
"This is truly an unexpected pleasure, and I thank 
you, Dr. Harris, for your too flattering words as to 
my work here. I am pleased to see before me the 
faces of many old friends, and also many new ones, 
for I feel that when I come to know them we will all 
befriends. I have come back to put my shoulder to 
the wheel, and, with your co-operation, we will hasten 
that development which we- all so sincerely desire. 
] am glad you still adhere to the name of Gate City, 
Avhich I gave a number of years ago. I t is the ap-
propriate name of Sanford, situated as it is at the 
head of navigation, so to say, of this beautiful and 
majestic St. Johns. Sanford is, indeed, the Gate City 
of South Florida. It is the natural distr ibuting 
point for its products and for its supplies. It should 
be the1 commercial emporium of South Florida, as 
Jacksonville has been of the State. It should be the 
manufacturing centre of this region. I t depends 
upon you, my friends,—upon onr joint exertions, to 
make it so. We have our grip on this great water-
way, the St. Johns; with it we can control prices and 
easy access to the world's markets. Ocean steamers, 
of the same system as Clyde's, are bound to come to 
Sanford; will come when needed, and when improve-
ments are made at a few points on the river. You 
know how I was thwarted in my effort for these when 
almost attained. W e will try again, and succeed, 
for no representative of Florida will hereafter ignore^ 
the requirements of South Florida in that regard. 
I predict in a few years the advent of ocean steamers 
at our wharves. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I 
"There- was ano ther appel la t ion for which I am re 
ionsible~ that Sanford was "be low the line of in-
jurious fros Well , 1 don ' t give that up, nor 
mid we; on the principle that the' "excep t ion 
proves the ru l e , " we may believe in our continued 
exemption for fifty years to come, as in the fifty 
years before that fearful cold of last winter. 
" 1 made it my business to look into t his subject of 
" f r e e z e s " on our sister peninsula, Italy, and went 
there after our freeze last winter, to see how they af-
fected our competi tors in orange and lemon culture', 
and I found tha t in Italy they have a. freeze, on an 
average', once in twenty years', and it takes two years 
to recover from the effects of one, unless in some se-
vere cases when t h e trees are killed to the ground, 
i found no discouragement on this head; they were 
t ak ing , a long the Riviera, this loss of two-thirds of 
thei r crop very philosophical ly, qui te certain of 
ample ret urns anot Ilea- year. 
"Seventeen yearsago , when I first visited th is place, 
and waited three days for a boat, the old " Darl ing-
t o n , " to take me down to Jacksonville—-on the fol-
lowing year, when I cut t h e first pine in these forests 
and planted the tirst orange tree at St. Ger t rude — I 
litt le dreamed tha t in 1886 I should s tand in Jack-
sonville and choose bed ween four line* of steam trans-
portat ion to br ing me back. 
"Genera l Grant , who was an enthusiast about 
Flor ida, and who, on his visit here six years ago, 
turned t he first sod of the South Florida railroad, on 
the Sanford G r a n t — t h e n the southernmost railroad 
in the United States, was alive to al l t h e possibil i t ies 
in the future of this region. Said he to me: " Y o u 
have on t his tongue of land, j u t t i n g into the tropics, 
the only soil under our tlag capable i)\' producing 
the rich tropical products the North needs, and must 
have, and. must pay for. Poor as you are t o d a y , 
with the smallest amount of wealth per capita, of 
your population of any State in the Union, 1 predict 
t h a t within twenty years you will have the la rges t . " 
The end of this decade will go far toward the reali 
of this prediction. We will do our share to 
ward the attainment of this end. 
"You are now out of swaddling clothes. You do not 
need to lean on any individual, on any Company, but 
to take hold vourselves ; — we will all take hold to-
gether to meet the requirements of this glowing city. 
" W e need more public schools ; we need a better 
system of drainage, extension of the water works, 
a mortgage and savings bank, a union depot for 
our six lines of railway, an improved waterway for 
ocean steamers, and—a point I have often urged and 
promoted—we need agreat packing-house, with ample 
capital, that shall handle the fruit of Orange County, 
advance on, or buy, the fruit of its groves, and make 
this the great centre of that commerce; it would be 
the salvation of small growers, now at the mercy of 
Northern middle-men; it would be of immense im-
portance to our City, where the proceeds,of these 
groves would find ample opportunity for "disburse-
ment. 
" We are behind our European cousins in the art of 
handling our fruit. On my last visit to Italy Hooked 
into this subject especially. In the smaller towns 
the leading merchants, or officials of the place, form 
themselves into a syndicate, pack and ship all the 
fruit for the small groves, paying careful attention 
to grading or classification. The small * producer 
pays his pro rata of the expenses, and receives his 
share of returns. In the larger cities and in Sicily, 
capital handles the fruit, merchants with large means 
advance money to the producers, buy and ship all 
the fruit, classify and brand it all themselves, and 
turn to best account the business methods and appli-
ances of large experience and resources. This per-
fect system enables them to send fruit across the At-
lantic ocean and compete with ours in the markets 
of the North, and they pay but twenty-four cents 
per box freight while we pay fifty. 
" I would call your attention to the English Com-
pany, of which I am President, and which 1 have 
seen criticised, but to which you are indebted for 
le way of 
late years. 
" S i x years ago I found the strain on my health, on 
my purse, on my young family too great for what I 
wished to do. I wanted to build water-works, double 
the hotel, build a large mill, and extend the town; 
i t required $100,000 more and constant labor here. 
I told a friend of mine, one of the best men tha t 
ever lived, a grand type of a Scotchman, Mr. Wm. 
McKinnon, my wants and plans, and interested him 
in a little statement I drew up about the possibili-
ties of Sanford and South Florida. The return 
mail brought a letter stating that he thought my 
plans feasible, and would put in five thousand 
pounds ($25,000); and if I would print my paper and 
give him some copies and a map, he would interest 
some of his friends in the enterprise; and thus was 
formed the Company which furnished the needed 
money for the town's development, and gave me 
needed relief from overwork and care. I kept the 
largest share of the stock, and still keep it, and with 
it all the interest I have ever felt for Sanford ; only 
I have to work more at the other end of the line now, 
and by a slower process than of old. A Company 
cannot do things with the promptness and push of 
an individual. Directors must look after their re-
sponsibilities to themselves and other stockholders. 
They are all honorable gentlemen of high standing 
and large means. I yet look to further improve-
ments through them, one especially, about which our 
friend, Mr. Shelton, is here, a mortgage and savings 
Bank, which the town and neighboring county needs. 
" No, my interest in the town and its development 
has never abated; it was my baby, my pet child years 
ago, and now, in its stalwart growth, my warm feel-
ing for it knows no abatement, away nor here. I 
may say with the poet: 
" Where'er I roam, whatever realms to see, 
My heart, untravelled, fondly turns to thee."# 
"Again , my friends, I thank you from my heart for 
this cordial and unexpected manifestation of your 
friendship and regard." 
In conclusion.- the works that are t reated of in the 
foregoing sketches, will not die with their autho 
they will remain for coming generat ions, monuments 
of far-seeing, liberal and well directed enterprise. 
We will not speak of the Congo and its wonderful 
possibili t ies ; hut here at heme. Belair is rap id l j 
proving itself to be, as asserted in the Ohio Edi-
torial Association Report, " t h e (ban of the Conti-
n e n t ; " and the 100,000 boxes of the choicest fruits 
of the Hesperedes, which it is to bear in the near 
future, will give ample, but well-earned returns for 
the costly out lay in time and money lavished upon 
it. 
And the City of Sanford is already rapidly (level 
oping to its dest iny as the Queen City of Flor ida,— 
as South F l o r i d a - of which it is the real capi ta l— 
the only land under our flag fi1 for semi-tropical cul-
tures, will surely become the richesl agr icu l tura l 
region in our country , if not in the world. 
To the foregoing account of Belair, of the Sanford 
Grant , and of the City of Sanford, something about 
the i r founder would appear to be desirable in con-
clusion, and the following cl ipping from the Phila-
delphia Enquirer on his nominal ion in IS?? by Presi-
dent Hayes as Minister to Belgium, is given with 
some corrections, as furnishing a condensed sketch 
of his busy life up to that time : 
Henry S. Sanford, Lb. I)., counts probably more 
years of diplomatic employment than any man in 
this country, having commenced his career as at-
tache at St. Pe te r sburg iu 1847, and has gone th rough 
every graele in that service to which he has devoted 
great attention and sea-ions s t udy ; he has a very 
high and influential position in Europe, speaking 
Hr was born in Connecticut, the only son of Hon. 
XehemiahC. Sanford, a direct descendant through 
his mother, of the first Colonial Governor of the 
State, i Governor Welles); his father was one of the 
chief founders of the large manufactur ing town of 
Birmingham, and for many years a Senator of that 
State. From him Mr. Sanford inherited an ample 
fortune. Ill health compelling him to abandon 
his collegiate course at Trinity College, he went abroad 
in 1841. Pursuing his studies in Europe, he won high 
University honors, and passed, in April , 1849, an ex-
amination for Doctor of Laws at Heidelberg, with 
erreat distinction. In L847 he was at tache at St. 
Petersburg under Hon. Ralph I. Lngersoll. In 
1848 he was Acting Secretary of Legal ion under lion. 
A ndrew Jackson Do nelson at Frankfort . In October, 
1849, he was appointed by President Taylor Secre-
tary of Legation at Paris, under Hon. Will iam C. 
Rives, and on the depar ture of the lat ter in 1853 he 
was Charged 'Affairs for nearly a year, until the ar-
rival of the Hon. John V. .Mason. His resignation 
on that occasion, ra ther than to again wear ' ' d ip lo -
matic uniform," after t he Secretary of Sta te ' s ! Marcy) 
instructions abolishing it. and his appearance in con-
sequence in citizen's dress, will be generally remem-
bered. 
During Mr. Sanford's stay in Paris he negotiated 
and arranged with the Post Office Department there 
our lirst Postal Convention with France-—which was 
subsequently signed at Washington, with immaterial 
modifications, by Count Sartiges. He also made 
some valuable Reports to the United s ta tes Gov-
ernment, notably, one on Penal Codes in Europe, 
which was published by Congress, and is still in use 
•AS a text hook in the Courts, and a voluminous Re-
por t on French internal adminis t ra t ion, also pub-
lished by Congress. 
OOK up lor 
his uncle, Philo S. Shelton, of Boston, the celebrated 
Aves Island ease, conducting the negotiations for 
the Convention bearing that name to their successful 
termination. The correspondence, forming a large 
volume, was published by Congress. Some discus-
sions therein of important principles of International 
Law attracted wide attention. The ground then first 
taken of the sovereignty of the United States over 
derelict islands led to the Act of Congress relative to 
guano islands, drawn op in the first place by Mr. 
Sanford, which has given millions of dollars to the 
agricultural interests of the country; and the doc-
trine laid down as to Special Reprisals, and the ex-
pediency of their adoption as a policy in our relations 
with our Hispano-American neighbors, may yet be 
vindicated. His pamphlet, " T h e Law of Special 
Reprisals," attracted at the time (1850-'57) consid-
erable attention and criticism abroad. 
In connection with this, and other semi-diplomatic 
business, Mr. Sanford made several visits to Central 
and South America. In 1857, when the Paraguayan 
expedition—at great cost to our Treasury was about 
to sail, he was selected, unsought by him, by Secre-
tary Cass as our Commissioner, and so recommended 
to the Cabinet with the approval of President Buch-
anan. Secretary Toucey, also from Connecticut, 
opposed the appointment on the ground that Mr. 
Sanford was not a Democrat, and Mr. Buchanan, 
yielding to the objection, appointed Mr. Bowlin. 
In 1859, while engaged on his large and unfinished 
work on International Maritime Lair—to which the 
previous year had been devoted—on the declination 
by ex-Senator Jones of the mission to Bogota, the 
President requested the Panama Railroad Company 
and the Pacific Mail Steamship Company, as being 
the parties most interested in our relations with New 
Grenada, to recommend a lit person as Minister. 
Mr. Sanford was accordingly recommended by both 
Boards, and was about to be appointed, although a 
Whig, when Mr. Jones recalled his declination. Mr. 
Sanford was thereupon sent down with the sanction 
and support-of the Government to negotiate for the 
settlement of the questions pending. Returning on 
the eve of the election of President Lincoln, and con-
vinced of the gravity of the crisis, Mr. Sanford set 
himself actively to work to help avert it. His house 
in Washington during the memorable winter of the 
Peace Congress, 1800-G1, was a place where eminent 
men of both parties met and discussed the vital ques-
tions of the Union, etc. President Lincoln, immedi-
ately after his inauguration, appointed Mr. Sanford 
Minister to Belgium, (his first foreign appointment.) 
He was confirmed unanimously by the Senate and 
without reference, and within three days was on his 
way to Paris, under confidential instructions, and 
with a special letter of credence to the French Gov-
ernment. He remained there until the arrival of Mr. 
Dayton, in constant communication with the French 
Government as the ' ' t rus ted friend" of our own. 
During the war Mr. Sanford was employed in 
various secret and confidential affairs. In fact, as 
Governor Seward afterwards related, he was sent to 
Belgium as a central position from which to be made 
useful elsewhere; and again, on a notable occasion, he 
said : "Tha t man (Mr. Sanford) during the first year 
of the war was the Minister of the United States in 
Europe." 
On all these occasions Mr. Sanford acquitted him-
self to the hearty commendation of the Government— 
notably in the matter of the purchase of military sup-
plies, which occasioned so much cavil by contractors 
and anti-administration organs. On the last occa-
sion wheat, in the "Trent affair," the Queen's Order 
in Council Closed British ports to the exporting of 
military supplies,—with the approval of General Scott 
and other eminent men abroad, but on his own re-
sponsibility, he bought up and shipped to the United 
States Government all the saltpetre on sale on the 
Continent—a responsibility on which he risked his 
whole fortune. Had the war broken out, as was 
feared, this bold act would have had important bear-
ingsin its results, for some2,000 tons for our Govern-
ment were locked up in England, and our supply was 
short. In his characteristic way, the President re-
plied to the attacks of the Copperhead press on Mr. 
Sanford in relation to t-his business: " lie desen 
promotion," said Mr. Lincoln. I n fact, his appoint-
ment as Minister to Paris after the death <d' the 
lamented Mr. Dayton, was determined upon, and so 
announced to him by Secretary Seward, but was 
finally deferred on grounds of local political expedi-
ency. Then Senator Sumner reported, and the Senate 
passed a bill empowering the Presidenl to raise Mr. 
Sanford's grade to thai of full Minister. This bill, 
was defeated three t imes, going twice to a Committee 
of Conference -by the late Thaddeus Stevens in the 
House, as being an act of special legislation contrary 
to our traditions. He afterwards took occasion to 
express his regret at having procured its failure. 
Senator Sumner, who was very earnest in this mat-
ter, then said that one vindication he, Mr. Sanford, 
should have, and he prepared and reported the Act • 
now in force, prescribing citizen's dress as diplomatic 
uniform. 
During the eight and a half years Mr. Sanford re-
mained in Belgium he negotiated and signed the 
treaties of the Scheldt (attending the Scheldt Con-
vention as Plenipotentiary of the United States) of 
Commerce and Navigation, of Nat uralization,of Trade-
marks; and the Consular Convention, the tirst ever 
made by Belgium,and a most important and needed 
one. The Extradition treaty he had discussed, only 
failed by reason of one point i oh the surrender of 
Belgian (1it i/.mis by Belgium and reciprocally,) since 
yielded by our Government, but which he had de-
clined to accept. Numerous Reports, confidential 
and otherwise, were also made to the Department, 
some of which wore printed. Among them was a 
Report on the Revenue system of Belgium; upon its 
Excise laws, etc., upon its Courts of Audit and Ac-
counts; upon Bankruptcy laws; upon the Recruit 
m of Europe, and on various departments 
of adminis t ra t ion , etc., etc. He was for a t ime the 
fiscal agent of the Government in Europe, and had 
He was employed in numerous delicate and confiden-
tial t rus ts outside of Belgium,—amongst others to 
Caprera, in response to Gar iba ld i ' s in t imat ion of a 
desire to take part in our contest, but where he did 
not offer the command of our armies to the general . 
As before intimated, the Department of Sta te sus-
tained its representative, with hearty commendation 
for t he successful manner in which he had discharged 
these varied and responsible t rus ts . His generous 
drafts upon his private fortune du r ing his mission 
to Belgium, whether in promoting the cause of the 
Union, or in the exercise of a lavish hospi ta l i ty , are 
Well known. His salary for the first two years of 
the war was wholly contr ibuted for the benefit of 
our soldiers. He also presented a Krupp cannon to 
his nat ive State, and a ba t te ry of steel guns to the 
1st Minnesota Regiment, as a recognition of i ts dis-
t inguished bravery at the outset of the war, and as 
a compliment to the State that had enrolled him 
among its " O l d Se t t l e r s" and as a Major General in 
its militia. 
On General Gran t ' s accession he nominated Mr. 
Sanford for the Spanish Mission, recall ing Mr. 
Hale, nudea- the previous charges preferred agains t 
him. His confirmation, which was long discussed, 
was laid over, on t he adjournment of the Senate, 
together with t ha t of Mr. Jones, appointed his suc-
cessor, on the ground of the recall of ex-Senator 
Hale before his answer could be heard, and in def-
erence to his energetic appeal by cable. After the 
adjournment, General Grant withdrew his name and 
a ppointed General Sickles to Spain, on hearing which 
Mr. Sanford forthwith resigned his post at Belgium. 
Secretary Fish, while accepting his resignation, gave 
the highest and warmest test imony to Mr. Sanford 's 
efliciency and fidelity to the various t rus ts confided 
to him dur ing the most critical period of our his tory, 
and his regret at losing the benefit of his services, 
which he had especially desired at that time, in view 
of intended negotiations with General Prim for the 
acquisition of Cuba. 
Before returning home, occurred the German war, 
and on the battle field of Sedan, wearing the red cross 
of Geneva, he brought from Brussels his gift of ice for 
the wounded, and, till after peace, was an active work-
ing member of the famous Comitedu Pain (Bread Com-
mittee,) which did such useful work in relieving the 
destitute both in and out of Paris. 
Convinced by what he saw at Sedan, of the use-
lessness of resistance to the German Armies, he pro-
ceeded thence directly to Paris and urged the mem-
bers of the Provisional Government to make peace 
at once. It is a curious fact that the only military 
member of it, General Troehu, favored his view and 
made an inacceptable proposition in that sense;— 
one of the last to leave the almost beleagued city, he 
straitway joined the Belief Society, before men-
tioned, with which he worked till the end of the war. 
Bis unwearied energy has since then been applied 
in developing large interests in Louisiana and other 
Southern States, and notably in Florida, where he 
has resided since his return, and where the Sanford 
Grant, the town of Sanford, a large Swedish colony, 
and various other works testify to his enterprise 
and the vast good he has done in his adopted State." 
To complete the above, a resume is here given of 
a biographical sketch prepared by a friendly hand 
for a forthcoming publication, bringing down to the 
end of the past year the principal events of his life 
from the period above given. Premising that the 
nomination of General Sanford as Minister to Bel-
gium by President Hayes, on the recommendation of 
Secretary Evarts, excited t heold host ilitiesand rancor 
of enmities dating back to thewTar—of disappointed 
arms-contractors and their friends; and that to them 
was added the opposition of dissatisfied politicians 
pressing for more offices in reward for their services. 
The proposition, in this connection, of a noted poli-
tician, anxious to satisfy this fierce pressure to ex-
change the mission for three mine Florida appoint 
tnents, need not be commented on here. The nomi-
nation was withdrawn by the President, without al-
lowing General Sanford " t o be heard in Court ," or 
given a coveted opportunity of meeting and silencing 
his detractors, should they have ventured to appear. 
In June, 1877, General Sanford went as delegate 
of the American Geographical Society to the Inter-
national African Association Congress, convoked by 
King Leopold II. , at the Royal Palace, Brussels, at 
which were represented, by its most noted Geogra-
phers, most of the countries of Europe. Here was 
elaborated the philanthropise, far-reaching plan of 
the King for opening up Equatorial Africa to civiliz-
ing influences, and which has had such important 
results for Commerce, Civilization and Freedom. He 
was unanimously elected a member of the Executive 
Committee (of three, presided over by the King,)—rep-
resenting thereon the English-speaking races, and 
for eight years thereafter, especially during the time 
spent in Euroj>e. he was assiduously occupied as such 
in aiding the furtherance of this great work, which 
culminated in securing for Free-Trade the whole basin 
of the Congo, with its 50,000,000 people, and in the 
establishment of the Congo Free State in 1885—"as 
one of the founders of which," wrote King Leopold I I . 
to him on the occasion of his signing tire now fa-
mous Declaration of Washington, (18th of April, 
1885,) "your name will hereafter be associated with 
mine in history." 
He was created in 1878 Grand Officer of the Order 
of Leopold; in J anua ry , 1880, he wont on behalf of 
the King to meet Stanley on his disembarking at 
Marseilles from the " D a r k Cont inent , " with the 
offer of the position he subsequently accepted, to 
return and aid jn opening up the Congo region. 
In 1880 he organized in England the Florida Land 
and Colonization Company, of which he is still tin 
President and largest stockholder. 
In dune, L882, he was tendered by President Gar-
field, on the recommendation of Secretary Blaine, 
the Mission to Rome, to be appointed so soon as 
vacated by the expected resignation of its venerable 
occupant, George P. Marsh; on the evening before 
1 he assassin Guiteau 's a t tack (duly 1st, 1682), on con-
sidering with Secretary Blaine various pending ap-
pointments, the President directed his commission to 
be made out so soon as Mr. Marsh's resignation was 
received, which, in view of the infirmities of the 
ima unbent, he- said he would himself ask for, through 
a member of Mr. M.'s family, whom he expected to 
meet at Will iams College, where he was going the 
next (and fatal | day. 
In i s s i ."), as Plenipotentiary oi the International 
Congo Association, General Sanford negotiated and 
secured, at Washington, the recognition of its Hag as 
that of a friendly government, by the Declaration 
signed by him and Secretary Frelingh uysen, 18th of 
April, L884. This important Act, recommended by 
Resolution of the United States Senate of April loth, 
caused the abandonment by Great Britain of its 
t rea ty with Portugal for the control of the lower 
Congo region (ami thereby of the upper river), recog-
nizing in it in ret urn for s t ipulated considerations— 
sovereignty over a region Great Britain had h i ther to 
Bternly denied to Portugal. [See the Congo papers 
published by Congress, foi the correspondence and 
discussion of the important questions of interna-
tional law involved, and thearble Report of Senator 
Morgan. | 
This recognition and action excited very lively 
comment and criticism in Europe, where, however, 
every Government within a year, successively fol-
lowed our example, commencing with Germany, in 
September following. It also lead to the assembling, 
on the invitationof Germany, inaccordwith France— 
(which had a reversionary interest in the Congo region 
through an admission by King Leopold)—of the Ber-
lin Conference! 13 November, 1884 ), where 1 he United 
Siates ami all European governments were repre-
sented ; the main object being to assure for all time, 
by the sanction and agreement of civilized States, 
the important concessions obtained from the Inter-
national Congo Association, —first accorded in the 
Declaration at Washington. 
Gen. Sanford was Plenipotentiary of the United 
States at t his Conference, and signed < February 26th, 
1885), with his colleagife, Minister Kasson, the Acte 
General, securing freedom of access for our Com 
merce and Flag, Free-Trade, the Abolition of the 
slave-trade, and Neutrality in the whole Congo 
basin (one-third greater than the territories of the 
Association). The proposition looking to the eradi-
cation of the slave-trade in this region, by assimi-
lating it to that on the seas, was originally made by 
General Sanford, but was subsequently changed, at 
his request for the present article, proposed by Sir 
Edward Malet, Ambassador of Great Britain, in the 
name of his Government. President Cleveland, on 
his accession to office, did not, o 
hension of i ts s t ipulat ions , as shown in his Messa 
deem fit to recommend the ratification of t h i s i m p o 
an t Treaty, which still awai ts the action of the Sen-
a te . 
In 188G General Sanford organized at Brussels, and 
dispatched to the Congo and its t r ibutar ies , under 
the charge of Lieutenant E. II. Taunt , U. S. N . , t 
"Sanford Exploring Expedi t ion ," for scientific and 
commercial discovery and information, and for open-
ing up t rade the tiding around the Cataracts in 
some three thousand loads on the heads of native 
porters, the Steamboats " F l o r i d a " and " N e w 
Y o r k , " which were put together and launched at 
Stanley Pool in 1887-88, and were the first commer-
cial steaimu's floated on the waters of the Upper 
Congo. 
In 1887-88 he was occupied mainly in fur ther ing 
this great work of opening up the Congo to civilizi 
influences and to commerce. 
In Noveanber, 1888, the "Sanford Explor ing Ex-
ped i t i on" having arrived at its term, and accom-
plished its purpose, w^s merged in Brussels into 
a huge Belgian Commercial Company, with seven 
s teamers , ten stations, and a numerous j rsonnel on 
that river and its t r i bu t a r i e s ; and thus was formed 
the first Commercial Company enter ing into regular 
operat ions on the Upper Congo ; and General San-
ford, failing to enlist American capital and enter-
prise, which could have securedthe commercial pre-
eminence there for our flag (first and always dis-
played there by Stanley, and subsequently sustained 
by him), and towards which he had given years of 
labor, was obliged to see the " Flor ida" and "New 
Y o r k " go under foreign colors and control; and 
the work he had inaugurated andliad hoped would 
open a congenial outlet to the ambitions of our 
colored people, as well as furnish a market for 
our surplus manufactures, turned into another 
channel ; and an opportunity for commercial supre-
macy, not likely ever again to occur, lost to us. 
" I t i s , " said General Sanford, in a recent interview 
in the New York Herald, " the land of promise for 
our people of African descent; perhaps some colored 
Moses may yet arise and show them the way back to 
their Fatherland ; they would do there good mission-
ary work for Civilization, and find ample field for 
every worthy ambition and enterprise." 
FINIS. 
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ROLLINS GETS RARE BOOK 
WINTER PARK—A rare book re-
vealing many significant elements 
in the development ot the citrus 
industry of Florida, as well as facts 
relating to the establishment of the 
city of Sanford, has been presented 
to the Florida collection of Rollins 
college by Sydney O. Chase of San-
ford, who for the past 58 years has 
been a leading citizens of south 
Florida, according to an announce-
ment made by Pres. Hamilton Holt 
yesterday. 
The book is entitled ' 'Belair ' and 
contains an account of the orange 
groves of Gen. H. S. Sanford and 
his experimental citrus nursery. It 
was published in the city of San-
ford in 1889 and is probably the 
most exhaustive agricultural t reat-
ise published in Florida up to tha t 
time. I t describes the culture of 
lemons, pineapples, olives, figs, 
grapes, many ornamentals, tanger-
ines, kumquats, pomegranates and 
papayas. Many rare varieties of 
citrus and other semi-tropical fruits 
were introduced by Gen. Sanford on 
thl; farm. ^ . ^ 3 4 . 7 H 
